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yards, —with a few miserable Indians beg-

se, aiid a few hogs running loose i the
make up the picture,
We bave yet no idea of mountains, though
we are now more than six thousand feet above
the level of the sea. At Sherman, a few
miles further on, we pass the highest point
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d, 8242 “fect above the sea
of the
level. Here we begin to get distant views
of the Rocky Mountains covered with snow.
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Intense

We are now nearly two thousand feet
higher than Mount Washington,but so grad-

ually have we rien that we hardly seem

——

29,
3

above the sea level. An attempt to run or

1875.

exercise vigorously soon shows you that
rare atmosphere,

you are ina

Desire.

and

requires quite an effort to breath.

| ———
BY B.S. JAMES

‘that it

After leavipg Sherman we rode all night,
and in the morning found ‘wild mountain

Where is my God? I often cry;

scenery.

iri Ine eyobly = Sead regise:

can Desert, however, where the track runs,

My heart anew with hope inspire?
O refuge of my weary soul,

and we ride throngh sage bush nearly all
day. In the afternoon we go through Web-

On thee I would my troubles roll.
Look on thy waiting servant, Lord,
And graciously attend my prayer;
Confirm the promise of thy word,

er and Echo Canons, I can vot describe
these gorges to you. For hundreds of fuet
the rock rises almost perpendicular by the
side of the track, and how men ever built a

For all my hopes are centered there.

~~ ©

and our exclamatidds of surprise and
tonishment were constant.

Oh, when the springs of comfort fail,
And leave my thirsty soul distressed,
‘When gloomy doubts my faith assail,
Fears of thine anger fill my breast,—

Canons, we reach Ogden, the terminus of
the Union Pacific Road, and the commencewent of the Central Pacific. Here we also
reach Brigham Young's territory. Some
thirty-two miles back we have passed the
tree with its sign marking a thousand miles

Again let faith flow like a flood.
Then never let my soul remove
From that firm trust, that sweet repose ;
Let thine eternal arms of love
io
and shield me from my foes;

west from Omaha;

We have also all aronnd

us the Wahsatah Mountains, covered with
_| snow. Jt seems very pleasant to again see
trees and cultivated fields. The town of

ery,

For God, my Saviour’s evelkgigh.

Ogden, with its'thirty-five hundred

Across Uncle®Sam’s Farm.

people,

would not be called a pretty place in New
England, yet after so many miles of desert,
it Jovks charming
and inviting.

Vo

;

as-

After riding many miles through these

strike the rock,~though
with thy rod,—

hi

Ameri-

We all rode on the plat-forms of the cars,

Hast thou not sent salvation down?

Where is my God, no

Great

| road where they did, 1 can not conceive.

May I not fall before thy throne?

Strike,

It is a part of the

IL

Omaha is situated on the west bank of
en
ave the Pacific Rail-road,
the Missouri River;on a slope some fifty and take the Utah Central for Salt Lake
feet above high water, and nearly a thou- city, thirty-six miles south. The country
sand feet above the sea level.

The

town is along the way reminds cne of the towns
among the Green Mountains of Vermont,
of some twenty thousand ; has three daily though they are not so pretty or well built.
and six or seven weekly papers; an excel- We get, moreover, a charming view of
lent hotel, and one of the finest and most Great Salt Lake. So deceptive are distancostly school-houses in the United States, ces here, that we seem to be riding almost
as well as many other handsome blocks. on the shores of the Lake, while in reality
Its inhabitants evidently believe in its man- we are ten or fifteen miles away.
ifest destiny. They took our entire party
At eight o'clock, just in the dusk of ‘the
around the town, and in the evening held a evening, we ride through the streets of Salt
levee for our benefit. We received a most Lake city, and everywhere hear the waters
pleasant impression of the place, and left running by the way-side. And here, 2500

about twenty years old; has a population

next morning with regret .

We were stopped at Fremont,

away.

the shadow of Brigham Young’s-Taberna-

At this little village the inhabitants

cle, we rest.

met us with the inevitable brass band which

every

western town

English Correspondence.

vehicles of all kinds, and took us about the
town, exhibiting some very fine praiie
farms and splendid specimens of fruit and
vegetables. In fact, at about every station
where we stopped, the farmers had arranged to show us the products of their farms.
found
brass
We
Platte

CHiLWELL COLLEGE, ENG.,

small, we

It required no digging to build-

the rail-road here.

There was a broad

green valley with fog) hills in the distance
on each side,and no idea of reaching mount-

ain land, yet during the day we ascended
made

some eighteen hundred feet.

We

little halt at Kearney, a town

of some re-

a

pute in the days of overland staging, as all
stages stopped at the Fort of the same
name, located here.

At night, we stopped at North Platte city,

a town mymbering perbaps eight hundred
people, though in palmier days it bad over
two thousand. Here, in the days of building the rail-road, were enacted some ‘of the
bloodiest tragedies, until a Vigilance Committee was formed to rule the town.
Next morning we left this western city,

and passed on to another town

not wholly

uoknown in history—Julesburg.

In June,

1857,

here

there

was

a population

of

four thousand of the roughest and worst
people who ever lived. Decency and morality left,disgusted, and the place was given

up to gamblers and saloon keepers. Now,
it has two buildings only standing, oue sthe
depot, and

the other a

bar-room,

though

the proprietor of this told us he should leave
as soon as he could sell out.
We were now passing through the land
of prairie dogs, and
we had amusement
enough,
watching these
little
animals.

Once our train stopped a long time on a
+ siding waiting for the regular train to pass,
and all turned ont to play on the prairie.
Reverend men played leap-frog, and college
professors climbed telegraph poles, while
the more quiet and sedate ran races or roll-

ed on the grass,
Cheyenne,

Wyoming

Territory,

reached late in the afternoon,

~

8

a newspaper published, the aforesaid
band and a great school-honse.
now rode all day, on the banks of the
river, a very shallow and very broad

stream.

S..

was

This place

mT

was difficult, the, night black. Twice! we

It was a weary watch, cold and he

and for this reason Protestants ought to
But the mind occupied itself with
whateger | feel a profound sympathy with it. At first
was of most interest to it,and the first coek- it protested simply against the Vatican
crow found us not exhausted but bravely Council; then ‘it foundit nécessary to pro-

80 long in vain.
ly

npight-watch,

when

mist

and

darknés

‘ready Soniained

ns were

pretentious in their

late. and

missed

us.

Throughout thejjourney, also, two

great

names were perpetually recurring,~Sir
Walter Scott and Robert Burns. It would

‘progress in the churelris conditioned by a
return to first principles,

to the infallible

oracléscof God, to that foundation Ahich
seem as if they are an integral. part of Scot- ‘Christ himself’ has laid, and against which

land, boundup with its scenery,its customs,

its language, its social life.

the gates of help shall not prevail; n

I see the: Sel

ed

way when the tide is iv; a glorious armof

There

those who, disgusted with what

they. con-

on,

Darkness and

The house was not known,

mist came

the way

have had but ene man, Mr. McLaurin, in the:
field. Immediately to the southwest of Cocana~

sider. the sinful divisions of the churches,

Sb

Dr. Chalmers: beautifully said: «The

lit-

and

da lies afield containing 2,000 square miles,
which has 22 large towns,seats of sabsildars, and

700 Hilliges uveraging from 1,000 to 2,000 inbabitants eaeh,
the whole field containing #about. /
; 1,000,000 people—all unoccupied,
he

Ler at once, how young Lochigvar says;

get. When I take the history of one poor

“ I longwoo'd your daughter,

my

suit you d=

nied.
Love swells like the
tide 1”

heart that had sinned and suffered, and representto myself the struggles and tempta-

but

ebbs: we

Solway,

i

4

always some weird spell has been cast ov:
itby the great enchanter of the north, In {

Plainly they have

lake district it is still Sir Walter who meets
sion of Loch Katrine, in the bosky

at Dumfries shows his chair avd his ver
on the window-pane; the kirk shows b

Exchange Notes
3

and Quotes.

‘Somebody’ having remarked that the religious revival ir England

had

caused an

increase of Insanity the Watchman and ReSector takes it as a matter of course, Which

it doubtless is, for, remarks that paper, it is

where his farm is found; Ayr rejoices im
brig, birth-place and monument ; but every

doubtful ** whether there can be a general

railway one

sees

daisy speaks of him, every

barn, "

eve

patch of heather, every kirk, cottage, ii
“ wee bit lassie.” Neither Scott nor Bu
need any other monument than Scotlandits
self and Scottish life and language.
oe
“The village kirk remains jast what it was
twenty, or it may be fifty or a hundred
years ago. It makes no pretentions to archis
tecture ; it possesses but one solitary bell;
it is carefully white-washed outside every
year, The service is singularly stereotyped.
The sermon is good and long; the prayers
extemporaneous and comprehensive; but
the singing a miserable
and wretched

How comes it that in this land of
the, psalmedy

is so execrable?

Can

of the old

be, there can be no

question

that, in Scot-

land,notbing could very well be worse than
song .in

th2 house

of the

excitement, on any subject whatever, without such increase. There are always more

or less on the border line who

were spent

that there

was an unusual increase of patients from
April to August, affirms that ‘ only three
cases can be traced to the

revival,

though

the serious increase may represent, in some
part, the
tion.”

results

of

the

moral

commo-

Thé Independent thoughtfully remarks
that ‘¢ there is one matter which is to be
brought up for display and examination at
the Centennial Exposition which we think
would be benefited by thorough repair and
cleansing before the attention of the world
is invited to it, and that is the condition of

our

prisons

‘and reformatory

schools.”

Whether the world is invited to look into
them or not they ought to be thoroughly
renovated, ‘and their management

just'the same.”

last few days in the north

are easily

toppled over.” It then cites the report of
the director of the Bethlehem hospital of

London, who, while ‘admitting

dition

revised,

We are far behind the con-

we ought to

be in,

in

lured us to dream

of new duties, new

toils

this respect,

aries, when
operate

THOMAS GOADBY:

Spare that you may spend; fast that you
labor that you may

run that,you may rest.

live;

and

with them in the Teloogoo Miss.

gionaries to enter

Cocanada

at once.

saying we can work contiguously i

——ieeelpl

-

#

Events of the Week.
BR

After

Mr.

Mc-

we

can

not

work together. ,Alluding tothe missionaries the
latter had recently sent to the 20,000 Kirens io
Stam,
he adds : *“ There are that many heathen.
within a.mile of my door.”
The Secretary, after remarking that Me. McLaurin would have heard all in a few days after
he wrote the above, exclaims:

‘ How

the

tid-

ings must have burst like a flood of glory &ver
the Jone Mission house of Cocanada i BP

FINANCIAL.

The Legal Tender Club, formed, perhaps,

AFRICA—LIVINGSTONE MISSION.
‘We gather froth the Miss. Mag. the following

to add perplexity to our already perplexed
financial councils, held a ‘meeting in New

particulars . respecting: this - deeply interesting.
mission; now being planted in the heart of Afri-

York, Thursday night, when a , platform was

ca: It was originated and ia directed by the Free

adopted advocating, among -other schemes,

¢burch of Scotland, yet the other great branches
of the Presbyterian church are co-operating beartily, though not officiallyin the movement. The

the refunding of the national debt and th&

establishment of free banks, Resolutions
in keeping with these measures, were pags. location selected is at the south end of Lake Ny_assa, 300 miles from the Indian Ocean,14 degrees
ed.
south of the equator, snd 34 degrees and 46 min- THE BOSTON POSTMASTER.
utes east. longitude.
It is to be named Living-.
- Postmaster Burt seems to have saved stone, after the greatmissionary explorer, and will
his bead. He deposited his bond, whose be reached by ascending the Zambesi and Shore
rivers. ' A pioneer party’ was!to be sent out last

absence caused the official ax to be lifted
over him, just

in time

to

avert

Let others take warning,

May consisting of six Europeans. : They were to
take two boats, one
the size of the ship’s cutter,.

the blow.

for Postmaster

the other a small

on steamer launch, to be tak--

General Jewell scems disinclined to be ‘en in pieces by screws. The large sum requisite
to establish so difficult a mission has been nearly:
trified with.
:
all raiseéd—two generous hearted men havingAGRICULTURAL FESTIVALS,
contributed $5,000 each, and others $2,500.
Mr.
New England has been full of farmers’ Young, of the Royal Navy, has been secured as
festivals
for the last week or two. The guide to the party, and he is characterized as a
farmers themselves complain that.it has thoroughly Christian man of judgmeut and tact,
Leen rather early for them to make a good experience and practical wisdom, a man of zeal,
energy and enterprize; brimful of pity and com~
exhibition of farm products. But if they passion towards the down-trodden natives of
wanted to show larger squashes, or bigger Africa, but for whose liberation'from the yoke of
pumpkins, or finer orchard fruit, they must their tyrant oppressors he would be ready to risk
be a remarkably ambitious class of people. his own life. It is believed that this mission will
Besides, their fairs

are managed

mostly in

the interest-of -horse-races in these degenerate times, and it is probably useless for
them to complain of the unfairness done
their squashes and pumpkins.
THE EARLY FROST.

Nearly every morning for a fortnight, we
early risers in New England—that ‘is, any
time before eight o’clock—have found the
earth wrapped in a white coat of frost. The
days have been really chilly, which the
days themselves have not seemed to mind
half as much as the early risers. For it has
given us all a cold, and made us anxiously
consult the almanac to see when Indian
summer is due.
:
THE DRIFT OF LIBERAL REPUBLICANISM.
Two Liberal Republican state conventions last week, New York and Maryland,
decided not to make nominations, but to
cast their_totes for the Demociatic candidates.

Such concuct

would

make

Horace

Greeley fairly leap for joy if he were still in
the arena. But the gladsome effect is not
wholly lost, fora good many are rejoicing
over it.

STRICKEN, TEXAS.
The cycldne,.on the 15th, along the coast
of Texas, seems to have been appallingly
destructive. The wind and rain were violent, ard the water of the bay on which the
town of Indianola

stood, was

driven

com-

pletely over the village, crushing and desiroying the greater part of it, and killing
about 150 persons, besides 250 in other
places.

Destitution

all along the coast.

and

suffering

abound

Relief is asked

from

the North, and citizens.of Boston have subscribed over $5,000 at once.
The calamity

is frightful, bug this: haste

to relieve it is

very grateful.
g

THE MASSACHUSETTS DEMOCRATS.
These
valiant , defenders
of human
rights, temperance, and all morality, according to their own story, held their State
Convention in

Worcester, last Wednesday,

and evolved a ticket that is quite as likely to
be defeated as any they could have presented. And still it has some popnlar features.
It is headed again by Mr. Gaston, a good
man in some respects, followed by General
Bartlett for Lieut.-Governor, and

constituency

composed

about

looks to a

evenly

of

Democrats, Liberals, and

all the other vot-

ers that can be caught.

The resolutions

From a lengthy and able article in the
Northwestern Christian Advocale by 'W.
W. Patton, late editor of the Advance, on

that ‘‘the odious yrohibitory law’ is off the
statute books, and of a. good many other
things that we can't mention.
It was a
harmonious gathering. Meanwhile the Re-

+ Christian Union and Denominationalism™

from the Ontario

Laurin, in utter ignorance of this move ment,bad
written to the Ontario und Quebec Miss. Soc.

complied with or resisted, at all. events
they will furnish, to the minds of most peo-

| we extract the following passage :

a dalegation.

much discussion they decided to do se, and telegrams were im
tely sent, urdering the mis-

piled up the State debt, believe that someand possibly new successes ag we saw the ple, a justification of Bismarck's crusade,a how the expressions of love and concord on
prop for Gladstone's accusation, and an
sun go down over the towers of the npble
admirable bulwark for $ati-Cutholic agita- the 17th of June, had a connection with
edifice that shelters as a new alma mater a
their administration of the State, are glad
tion everywhere."
ob

missionaries, 'aftor

and Quebec Soc. arrived, imviting them .to co-

frown upon inflation, express alarm over
the way in which the Republicans have

new race of students.

‘These

nothing new in it. Every sect invites the asking for six men and the Baptists in the other
Christian world fo embrace its principles, Canadian provinces to enter the field with them ,.

oljoy ; the tears of regret; the feebleness

Ellisland

may fenst;

th

tions, expressing fesitancy
about locating
in Siam.
A meeting was culled to decide
the answer they should send their mission.

not. progressed toward

Christians. Of what use, then, is their in:
vitation to all saints to join them ? There is

‘ofipurpose; the scorn of ‘(he world that has
Tittle ‘charity ; the desolation of the soul's
sancfuary, . and ‘threatening yoice within;
Bealth:gone ; happiness gone—I would fain

dell

the Trossachs, and by the rushing waters
of the Forth and the Teith. , So memories
of Burns cluster everywhere. The “‘globe®

~My

m

a

exploring. the field, wrote home for ivstrucs

a solution of the question. For, they | must
worship, they wust’ administer the sacraments, they must have a church polity, and
they must hold a doctiinal failh; and their
decisions on these . points will contravene
the honest convictions of millions of other

deax# the erring:soul.of my fallow: wan with
us at every turn, on the shores and on
[tim from whose hand it came.” ;
bosom of Loch Lomond, in the quiet secu

the service “of
Lord.

Scotia,

the Karens of Siam,

and

bitterness equal to that of the older sects.

“tions jt passed through-—the brief pulsations

I see a castle, a ruin, a glen, a wit

tomb; on the

The Baptists in the provinces ot ovk

thew wives
and two single ladies—to
labor among

do mot soon

fall into discussion with a dogmatism

They

| that part of the country called Cocanadu.

are

the sea; when the tide.is out—so far does tle that I bave séen in the ‘world and know -and to be enrolled in its mémbership. But
it ebb—a long barren reach of sand: witha of the history: of mankind, teaches me to somehow each, in turn, fails to secure an
narrow channel in the middle, - :&- remem look upon their errors in sorrow, not in an- acceptance of its invitation.”.

The

moon lit up two or three miles of bur walk

have u broad sandy street lined with build- and then sank.
ings which are more

pantatfiue Tridentine

were all around, and no star appeared, a
theology, as thiyontains the seeds of Vatithe only sounds were the tramp of: ane
. But: the same Jaw ‘of historical
own feet, the rustle of the moor-fow),a
retrogression will carry it further back from
the hollow moan of the distant sea, will po the fathers: to | the i grandfathers, from the
soon be forgotten, and may be fruitful of disturbed stream tothe clear fountain, from
good things in the life for years to'come. | ‘illumination to! inspleation. = Every true

men of our destination, and (riends ‘who came to
meet

CANADIAN BAPIISTS AND TELOOGOOS,
The Baptist Mis, Mag. says that thie Baptists
of Ontario and Quebec provinces have been for u
short time engaged in the. Teloogoo:
nj
in

some do, by forming another sect, with the
title union, or is equivalent

Field.

|

There it ‘stops ‘ab present, without consid- have simply made one more denomination ! ‘New Branswick and Prince
The thoughts of that oe ering, it seems, that the Nicene age al- and it willbe well if, in Cheir earnestness | cently sentout ten m
;

of our venerable alma mater; hut the future

and governed, though they still show you4was dusk when our train reached the place

Mission

a wile away, was the house we had

edest place in the United States. From a public road is half a ‘mile away, and the
single house in 1867, it increased, in a year nearest railway station’ at'a small town,gix
or two, to over six thousand inhabitants. miles off. | Between the dips of the hills the
It has now a population of almost three gen is in sight from the house, and the
It
thousand, and is said to be well ordered glimmer of lights on the English const.

They

What, then, ought those who are in the
various denominations to do?
How are
they to. possess the reality of Christian un-

come out from them), unite together in a
holding out ; while the morning broke still. test, in part at least, against the Tridentine’ neéw organization, invile all good men, to
and grey to show that on the other sideof Council, and went back to the basis of the join fhiem, and think that they have begun
the hilhwhere the night was spent only hg ‘undivided church ‘of the first five centuries. a great work for Christian union | They

we pensively walked under the grey wallg

mountains,

Number 39

J

appropriately to the world ? Not, surely,as

= The

All thege western towns look alike.

B14

in Glasgow. It Was a pleasure to me to, and onght'to be on the alert to improve it.
wandet about in the scenes of our student-:
A writer in the Sunday-school Times
days.
The old University buildings are
pleads for better teaching in the Sundayto the south and on the continent; this now partly converted into a railway station
year we ventured northward and kept with- and partly pulled down. The Professors’ school, and believes that *‘a corps of thoroughhouses are goods’ stores; the moral philos-* ly cultivated teachers” is now its ‘most deepin the limits of our own native isle.
But Scotland has attractions which are opby class-room is a Burion ale warehouse; ly felt want.” But teachers need to be trainTo get a whiff of the entrance-hall has a refreshment room ed for this work, and therefore he appeals
not to be despised.
mountain air, to brush with free foot the on one side,a ticket-office on the other. The «to laymen to attend the theological sempurple heather, to hear the whir and whis- new University buildings, designed by Sir inary. Dear brethren,” he says, * Sundaytle of the gronse, to watch the morning Gilbert Scott,are finely situated in the west- school teachers, the work is great and the
clouds drive hastily over the hill-tops, and end park, on a considerable elevation. For time is short; why should Christian men
the noon-day shadowslie all along the land- ornament and conspicuousness nothing yield to unbelievers in zeal of preparation |
«« If it be not pos-*
But lecture-rooms and for life-work P"
scape, and the evening glory flush the west- could be better.
and
professors’ residences sible to attend a theological seminary, then
ern sky, to take frequent dips in the sea, to class-rooms
live on diet largely made up of fish, porridge should hardly be perched on a hill like a private study alone, or under the direction
and mountain mutton,—all this one may lunatic asylum or an institution for paupers of a competent person (preacher or other),
enjoy to the full in many a country village or idiots. Quiet groves and shady valleys, or attendance on special courses of lectures,
Our plan of holiday took us the retirement and seclusion of a sylvan re- or on pormal-schools, may be very useful.”
of Scotland.
frst to Dumfriesshire on the Solway Firth, {reat seem best suited to the occupation of He aleo ndds that “it is to be regretted that
Part the student. Cambridge and Oxford gre inj as yet no provision exists for the most
and then ‘to Glasgow and the Lakes.
thorough training of female Sunday-school
of our time was well spent with friends, marked contrast with Glasgow. Instead of
teachers. ‘It'is* very desirable that some
the
slow-winding
Cam
with
its
graceful
sea,
the
and part of it alone. We bathed in
women should study the Bible deeply and
bridges,
or
the
Isis,
with
grassy
meadow
up
clambered
we
lochs,
the
in
we fished
thoroughly.”
the dark and rapid
the rugged hills, we gathered mushrooms and wooded banks,
and cranberries, we roamed along the sea- Kelvin foams below aud fills the air with
The Universalist is strengthened in its
Moreover, the southcoast, we boated, we paddled away to the hoarse murmurs.
prohibition
principles by the report of Dr.
west
winds
are
fierce
and
strong
in
Glassalmon-néts, we pic-nicked in a quaint, old
Miner, who was: a delegate {o the late progow,
blowing
up
from
the
sea,
and
wildly
and
abbots
abbey over the graves of knightly
hibition convention in Mobtreal, where he
holy brethren, we sang and shouted on the the gale must often rage about the lecturefound that delegates were present from all
room
windows,
when
patient
professors
are
passrocks and the moors, and so the days
parts of the , Dominion,
who
‘took
discoursing
upon
the
wonders
of
science,
reand
exercise
invigorating
ed in healthy,
highest
ground—such
as
the
forbidding
imthe
mysteries
of
human
thought,
or
the
subJaxation. By and by we started off upon
portations
as
well
as
the
manufacturing
of
tle
niceties
of
the
classic
tongues.
=
Nothome,
and
business
out several ways,one to
another to ** Fresh fields and pastures new,” withstanding our disapproval of the sfte,ou liquors. Best of all,” it says, ** there are
reasons for the trust that the people are
and another to Stotland’s commercial me- admiration of the buildings was great and
ready for the reform, and will give it firm
enthusiastic.
The
old
college
feelings
rebemountains
and
lochs
tropolis and the
endorsement.”
turned
As
we
mounted
the
stuirs
or
walked
yond.
the
courte.
We
would
we.
were
again
a
holiour
wade
A few new expericuces
The Irish World, referiing to the late
The first was a night out- college youth and our career lay open before change of Cabinet in Spain, and the atday memorable.
ot-doors among the heather and ‘bracken. us with opportunities of study to be used tempt of the Vatican to “¢nforce certain
Our friend's house stands on a slight rocky again, and honorg and jprizes to be won! claims, says that it is all bad business, and
clevation, almost hid in trees, amid an am. Visions of the A crowded in ‘upon us as believes that ‘‘whether the demands will be

has the reputation of baving been the wick- phitheater of hills and

where the Vigilance Committee hung
to the telegraph poles.

©

| is strongly towhirds the evangelical position,

rhymed version of the Psalms defies association with good music? However it may

The restless habit of our modern life
makes home and work intolerable at this
"season of the year. +Everybody is, or has
been * on the wing.” The summer holiday, once a Juxury and special privilege of
the rich, has become an inexorable ‘necéssity to which even poor college-tutors must
yield. Our vacation journey last year was

ER

“The logieal tendency of Old Catholicism

lost on the moor, we found a level place
a rock, and paced to and fro till da:

it be that the limping doggerel
$

29, 1875.

v-

ion, as a spiritual fact, and to manifest it

song

Aug. 31, 1875.

ed 20)

SEPTEMBER

¢601d
Cth cism.
got within ten minutes’ walk of the house, - Tends
and once within sightof it, but" the darkThe Revi Dr
writing from
B
ness baffled us, At length; ‘béwildered'and of Old bd
gl
tig

drawl.

possesses, and wilh

At every town, no matter how

from Boston, and almost under

miles away

fifty miles

Teor IS

ANT D CHICAGO,

fronts and Signy than they are. in. their interior capacity. No shade trees,—no front

A WEEKLY. RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
.
ISSUED
BY, THE

FREEWILL

“BOSTON

publicans, whose convention is near at
‘hand, are in the midst of caucus turmofls,

be one of the most effective checks to the fearful East African siave-trade, cutting off the supply
at the sources.
Ten years ago, Dr. Liviegstone expressed a
strong desire for the Free church of Scotland to

enter upon this

very mission

in

Africa.

Too

long has this vast country, with its population of
200,000,000 of precious souls, been but coldly and
teebly proffered the blessings of Christianity and
civilization. We look for great results trom this
movenient into the interior of Africa.
Iu due
time, with Go d’s blessing, it will bring liberty in
a double sense to the suffering captives through~
out one of earth’s gloomiest regions.

CHINA.
"The American
to/Pekin in 1864;

Board sent its first missionary
and at the end of eleven years

of faithful labor, presents

the

following

results

to the friends of missions: Three chapels where
the truth is daily proclaimed within hearing of
hundreds-of listeners, two organized churches,
with a membership of nearly 70, a girls’ boardiog
school 1 which 20 pupils are receiving a thorough Christian education, and a printing office,.
which has completed, within a few months, the
publication of the new Mandarin version of the
Secriptures,—a work which has received the best.
energies of five of the ablest Chiaese scholars
in the circle of missionaries, and one which'is toexercise a large and constantly increasing influ-ence upon the great commuuity
for which it is
intended.

JAPAN.

:

A missionary, writing through the Sept. N». of
the Mis. Hera d, suys: * The year past has been
one of great prosperity to all the Protestant mis
sions in Japan.
Three churches, possibly ‘more,

have been organized and the church membership
must have reached nearly 400.
There are not
less than , , fifty places in Japan whepe resular
services are held as often as once a. w-ek with

audiences varying from 20 to 200. The p ople are
rapidly losing all fear of government interference
in religious matters. . . The great number of
newspapers, which,within three or four years,
have sprung into existeuce in Japan, have exert~
ed 4 strong influence in favor of religious liberty. . » The great question of the nineteenth century,~-the question of the centuries,—what to
do with Christ,— is now agitating more than any
other, the rulers of Japan, and calling to its
practical solution the awakening millions of this
sea-girt land.”

HAMPTON—FREEDMEN'S

sCHOOL.

The Am. Miss. thus speaks of what this schoo!
has already accomplished:
* More (han 150
young men and women,
who have enjoyed a
complete or partial course of s'udy at Hamptom,
have already been engaged in teaching at the

South, and 10,000 children have been under their
inetruction. . . . Thirty-nine new educators
have just been sent out to join the number prev-

iously in the field.

In all the departments, thére

are 17 teachers, and the average attendanee is
about 200. , . ..The question ol negro civilization must be settled by such institutions.”

' "HARPER'S FERRY—NORMAL SCHOOML. -

Great spiritual blessings ' have

fallen

on

this

school, and when the last term’ closed, aifth
young men in the Institution had ——
to
Christ. The work of the school is
led by the want of accommodations
odations; TF ths Glebe d
all hiwi 3i only finished, 100 more of ' these Souls.

hun

for

of the schools.
laid and

nowledge could have the benef
The% {otmdation of the Hall
bs

brick for Jald fora 9,iheAN

complete it,

He

Is not God BM
as

threatening our country

from

have

the
knhired
BR

as {| Pog

the ae

hy

tvoor-

ance of the South, calling loudly upon the Free
Baptists to whom he has committed the care of
this field; to,
wor

rise

up

at

once and

finish this
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TION, TROUBLED." No

feelings. The love of life met ardor for the
will of God. It was not easy for Jesus to

Sabbath School Lesson.—Oct. 3.

submit te the cross.
QUESTIONS
[3

AND

NOTESBY

PROF.

see Lesson

(For Questions

however, but had

J. A, HOWE,

to

He never

wavered,

conquer his

peace, to

fight for his unfuliering resolution.

Papers.)

Motives

were to him stronger not to die, and stronger, too, were other motives to die, than any

' JESUS

mere man could feel.

LIFTED UP,
Sen

;| I say,

Le

Father,

(2) ‘‘And what shall

save me

from

this

hour?”

We might emphasize the “I” and get a bet:
John 12:28—33.,
| ter conception of whatis here experienced,
GoLpEN Text : —*“ And 1, if I be lift These words show how Jesus * ‘was tempted
ed up from the earth, will draw all men in all points like as we are.” They voice
ungo me. John 12: 32,
his inner feelings,” especially when we add

the decision.

Nv)

R——

formed.

From

the

effects of this resolve he leit Jerusalem,
and made his last tour through Galilee,
Perea, and the regions beyond Jordan, arriving again at Bethany six days before the
Passover. From there he made his tri-

umphant entry into Jerusalem, and on that,
or on some subsequent. day, the Greeks
came with their request for an interview
with, him,
:
23. TRE ime oF His GLORIFICATION.
“The hour is come that the Son of Man
should be glorified.” For ‘ hour ” substitute ‘‘time;” ‘the time is come,” and the
idea will be best conveyed.
‘‘Hour” is the
word Jesus used, but in the sense of “time.”

‘The hour of Christ was an hour fixed by
the etérnal counsels of God, and prior to

all earth-begionings.

If he

had said, ‘Father, save me from this hour,”

After the vesarrection of Lazarus, the
purpose to make way with Christ was, by
thé rulers, deliberately

(8) Consider how much we

had at stake on his right decision.

Notes and Hints.

“Glorified” and “‘glo-

and said it unqualifiedly, be would have escaped the cross, loved
lost the glory that was
er been our Saviour.
than we can conceive
say these words. The

“But for this. cause

came I unto this hour;” that is, “I came into the world, and to this very time remained

that I might give myse'fa

sacrifice for sin;

and shall T now ask to be released from that
for which I came?”

©

THROUGH

-

THE
THE

FATHER

GLORIFIED

SACRIFICE

OF

JESUS.

*‘ Father, glorify thy name.” (1)
This
Jesus
prays, not .‘‘ save me trom this
hour.”
When
be asks,
* what shall I
say,” this is the alternative to“the one
named. . Rather
than
ask deliverance
from the cross, he: asks this.
Both Father
and Son are, by the cross, to be glor ified.

ry,” when used by our Lord, are signifigfn] + That, reflects the love, the infinite grace of
"God. It reveals the excellence of God’s
terms.
The noun and the verb ¥'glosy
used in the New Testament to denote : 1) character most wortderfully, ' Hence Jesus
outward condition; (2) ascriptions of says, ‘* let the cross be prepared! let God
praise; (8) feelings of exultation; (4) state be glorified.” My sufferings I am willing
for that end to meet.” (2) Notice the
of mord! excellence; (5) manifestations of
| practical side of this sentiment.
The gloexcellence. For the first, see Mark 8:38;
rifying of God means such enlightenment
Acts 7:55; for the second, 2 Peter 3:18,
Rev. 7:12; for the third, Rom. 4:2; 1 Cor. of us as helps us to see him as he is, The
cross opens our eyes to the

true

character

1:29; Gal. 6:14; of the fourth, Eph. 8:16;
2 Cor. 3:18; the fifth, John 2:28:28,
29; of God. It wins our hearts. It seeks us
John 16:81, 32; John 17:1. It is in the out, and:saves us. It applies to our sicksense of anfolding. the glorious excellence| ness and misery the healing of divine
Hence the prayer
of God, that the term is used here. Jesus mercy and friendship.
wasnow,

by the sacrifice of himself, to ex-

press his own goodness, and the goodness
of God-to glorify both the Son of Man and
the Father who sent him. John 13:31, 32,

24.
TIoN.

THE MANNER OF THE GLORIFICA‘‘ Except a corn of wheat fall into

the ground and die, it abideth alone; but if
it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.” (1)
This Was an important, serious statement,
It was introduced as such by the words,
“Verily, verily.” (2) The fact of germination by death is well known. Jesus had
fallen into the earth, but that was not
enough. His advent would not alone glori-

fy God, but his adveyt, endingin his death.
To reach the heart of men, and so to save
them, he must be put to death.
(3) The
meaning of this illustration could hardly
bave been hidden
from the disciples,
yet they saw it darkly, and applied it in bewilderment.
(4) The general principle
contained
in
this and the following
verse, is, that

man

mustbe a

martyr

to

his cause in order 10 make his life a success.
The love of living gratified at expense of
the work which it is the aim of life

to

do,

secures the failure of li'e. Love for the
work of life, moe than for life itself, se-

cures the end of life aud its eternal reward.
(3) So Jesus loved our
mere

life, aud

gave

Bv nis martyrdom

his

We are drawn

sare,

redemption

up himself

above

to

death.

salvation was
to him

made

crucified;

we

of Jesus.is

that

God

will,

make visible to us his

by

feelings,

the

cross,

and

melt

|

l

BY REV. A, C. H,
*

—

again.”
voice

The

as

that

people

of an

' explained

the

‘angel, or as thunder.

The Saviour told them it was

uttered

not

for his faith but for theirs. (4) The voice was
loud, came trom

‘the

skies,

and

took

all

whorheard it by surprise. What the voice
said was true: of the past, because the advent,
works
and doctrine of Jesus had
so far glorified the Father; of the future,

because the cross of Jesus would have this
result This same voice was heard at his
baptism, acd
transfiguration.
It was
spoken to convince the hearers that Jesus
was the messiah.
81-388. CHRIST TRIUMPHANT.
“ Now
is the judgment of this world: Now shall
the prince of this world be east out.” (1)
“This world” is gscd here to denote the

spirit of the world, or the

disposition

and

character formed wholly by temporal considerations.
(2)
The ** judgment” here
spoken of is not the final judgment; for
after the resurrection of Jesus, the apostles
preach that judgment as to.eome. It means
the decisive hour, and the overthrow of the
wickedvess of this world.
(3) The lat

ter

clause

explains

the

former.

In the

ed the ** prince

of this world” because

he

dictates” to it its spirit. See other names.
Chapter 16:11; 2 Cor. 4: 4; Eph.6: 2.
not his life who sacrifices the future for the The breaking of Satan's power is ** the
Jesus speaks of
present, Jesus, ‘for the glory that was judgment of this world.”
set before him, endured the cross, despising tbis judgment, by anticipation, as if now
occurring, but he changes
the tense to the
the shame.”
"26. TuE GLORY OF THE DiscreLe. “If future in the last clause. (5) ¢* And I,if
any man serve me, lej him follow me; and I be lifted up from the earth, Geib
”
where Iam, there
Il also my servant crucified,) will draw all men unto

the

barp

how the servant of Jesus should seek for
glory, viz: by: following the example of

ready to go forward, to his death.

persons; it draws all men. If men do not
come to Jesus they must resist the drawing
of the cross.

will) also my servant be,” may mean “my
{rue servant,in whom
is my spirit, will

Sunday-school Times, classes the

I stand.”
Jesus sacriof salvation, bis hte.

ing:
Please don’t say ** The church

While he spake he contemplated the cross,
and stood ready to be glorified by it. That
was a sublime moral position. Jesus said

day school” any

and stand

ready with

more!

You

and

followSun-

don’t speak

about ** The church and prayer meeting ;”
yet this is as sensible as that, *‘ the church”
includes them both ; the former as much as
the latter. The school 1s simply one of the
church services, just as the prayer-meeting

his trae disciple would be of the same spirit
the salvation of men.

to

DON'T SAY IT. Among the other things
that ought to be said, H. R. Clifsold, in the

glory

his master to die

is encouragement

drawing before help is given.

* second clause, ‘‘where I am, there shall (or

of God, just where
ficed, for his work

Here

helpshem towards Christ, for they feel the

(3) The

stand, in respect to suffering for the

for

Or the passage.may

is, and bas no right to be a

mean by ‘where I am,” *‘am prophetically,
or in my true state;” that is, in heaven. In

tution.

separate

insti-

Anything that tends to disintegrate

the working forces of the church (as the
expression alluded to does) is ““ only evil

hegven, by anticipation, he was, there his
‘continnally,” and should not be tolerated.
disc le should be with him. This is the
view of ‘the sentence,
(4) God will Ju * he good time coming™ shall ‘we not
fond to
RE and
give
servant of Jesus true glory ; first,to Ba shh orl
doses ly
cont
to
ization
all
before
next,
servant;
that,
of.
gli
W

Anh; olen

SE on,
of
ie
4

outward

carry on ‘her work, w

and

id ‘of half

somes; “with their
subordinate
a dozen ons
(5) Here is constituti
and complex machmery ?
fall of |
ur and power,
Tt is said that the poi of the Amerinion have organized
o deatlf.” Swnd with ¢an Sunday-school
y-schoolsa year, or over three
1,226
Suu
wordswe Hive’ ws fon per day, for every day the past fifty-one
ven,

fd ln Jo. TL

98) ity
.

have respect ‘unto the
fas

i duos. ox

recom

ire named.
IEW OF His Gromron

rested upon

|

ched and aided about
¥aurs, millions
and have ofcea Sabbath-school
schol
five

The faith that

the simple word

inthe Apocalypse,

well known to be feared or reverenced, un- seen; God having provided better things
til. some day the stricken sea, fleeing it- for us in making the revelation perfect.

selfin almost conscions terror before the
blast, wakes
own power

Out of this grows the explanationof the
him at once fo a sense of its almost universal consciousness in primitive
and that of the storm that fol- people,®f the tecessity of sacrifice for the

lows it.
wt
’
Something like thatis the tovelation of
God.’ It hath “a voice whose sound is
like the sea ;” and the storm-swepl surlace
claims quite: too much of our thought to

remission of sin.
washed away

of some

The idea that sin can be

by the shedding of the blood

other creature is so repugnant to

reason and
rests upon

human feeling, ‘that, unless it
some external reality, it can

below; and

not bat be regarded an absurdity. As a reality it is almost universal, and can not,
of course, beabsurd; and we are led to
believe thal the external reality is the cause
in our of what seems almost like an intuition in

unfathomadiscloses the
find it true;

that a passage which has vested
memory since childhood, and bas passed

our lips a thousand times; has in a moment;

E

Hib

Were there not serious |

men,

‘

The fact seems to be simply this. Even in

of the reasons for mapy of
thes
:
tional changes. One brother, now pastor | ‘acknowledgment, and became one of h
of a Congregational church, on asking a most, persistert anti-slavery men in the
letter to join that body, substantially told land.
the council called to dismiss him from the
In 1845, Bro. Tasker yielded to his on:
pastorate, that he bad not yet reached the victions and the “divine call, received ii.
point where he could logically defend or Seige to eof
was soon after ordain.
conscientiously practice baptizing infants,
kin
decision in : his last

but be had hopes of attaining to it!
: ; 5 rphe ‘said,’ ay attng
struggle against |
Anottier, then in-high position, expressed preaching was terribly severe, but when
to me his firm convictions that immersion gave up all, the
peace was “sweet, and for
was the only Scriptural ‘mode.

of baptism,

and gave me one of the best
in its defense I ever heard.

syllogisms
In three

months from that time he was an acknow-

Adam have failed

were written there, as he saw

ception of a ransom

them, ashe

faint

in some
from

con-

sin by the. sacri-

out in sweet con- fice of life ? In the impressions of the Holy

saw. their lives. drawn

formity to his truth while as yet they lived Spirit, too, the burden of the record left
not; but in a faiver sense
than this it must must have been the same,—not distinct
be that the Lamb
was slain, not only in and clear with details which could not
Be n understood, but with a strength
the purpose and foreknow)
of God, have
but as, in some way, an objective reality. {and vitality no less enduring from its
From the very ‘beginnifig of human his- vagueness, and which wrought into human
tory the *‘‘ Lamb that was slain oceu- consciousness till it became a part of itself.
pies the position of an actual entity. In Hence all those types are types in the primeverything that pertains to man’s salvation ary sense, lor a type is an impression. The
he is that,~~not the one to he slain. The sac- sacrifice was imprinted upon the human

into their history ; upon the basis of an actual atonement made, the sanctified Enoch
walks

with

God,

the father of the faithful

is justified. It was not that these of whom
the world was not worthy, by the dim
light that shrouded almost as much as revealed them, saw, in vision clearer than
the apostles of our Lord up to the very day
of his resurrection that the Messiah must
die; it was that with a faith beyond their
knowledge they recognized an atonement
made within the limits of that realm
whose King they saw though invisible.
Even in the viewingof the sacrifice as
ing
strictly foreshadowed by: the sanctuaices of the old covenant, and as bein no sense a reality until: the incarnatidn, there is no one who does not
feel eompelled to. center ils. .incomparable

of man's

redemp-

with the idea

ofa

light in every life
human transgres-

We all acknowledge the service of the
Hebrew nation under the direct eommand

of God to be typical of the Lamb slain, hut
did we ever stop

to

consider

the

signifi-

cance of similar customs in heathen nations,

many of them revolting in their details ?
The imprint upon the mind of Abel re-

embodied itselfin the offering

lings of his flock ; iL was

of the first-

pure,

apd his

worship holy ; it Was 2 just reiurn and a
fitting one, for the influence of the Spirit
upon his heart. But a thousand years with
| the majority of the race, how they changed

its character! Two impressions could pot
be erased, The idea ofa God remained,
and that of the redemption. But the shedding
of blood had

lost its sacred

meéaning,

apd

we have lost them, (7)

A number of ministers, once with us and

now on intimate terms with each other, are,

if reports are true, a kind of soliciting and
corresponding

committee,

of course, to induce

self-constituted,

and aid

others

out of

us the warmest fellowship and kindest sympathies, and are loved warmly in return.

In allour denominational and Christian

work, give as the mdun who, like
Worms, can say of our principles,
here und ean say no more God:
Amen.”
Ap

Levi

Luther at
*¢ I stand
help ‘me.
FipeM.

hater

pattially conceive of,—the agony. of soul,—

man with the most revolting

rites possible,

the results even then seem too great for the still can not die; which, crushed down into
cause.
That which comes out inte relief the dust by. a thousand systems of philoso-

during the last scenes of Christ's life,is preeminently the man rather than the God.
That which suffers can be comforted by an

angel,—it.can

be God-forsaken; in what-

ever aspect we view it we can ‘not avpid
feeling it to be human suffering, and bowhave ‘been,

to be esti-

phy,breuks
vigor, and
only in the
Warren,

forth again with its irreprassible
finds its interpretation und rest
man of Calvary!
TIL.

Changing

Places.

An honest change of opinion in others is

by the sacrifice of one, involves: the essen- always courteously accepted
tial divinity of the sacrifice, then how, in

the supreme moment of that sacrifice,should
that suffering One, to make the sacrifice
mote complete, voluntarily forego, as it
seems to us, even the very consciousness of
that divinity ?
I think we must look farther for the
merit of the atonement. Its essential fact

by Christian

born in

Strafford,

N. H., March 21, 1814. ‘In childhood he
was pleased to hear religious conversation,
and was ready to acknowledge himself in-

terestéd when addressed on the subject of
his salvation.
At the age of 16, he was apprenticed 10 a
shoemaker, tanner and carrier, 10 earn the
He served two full vears, wurking |
trade,

early and late to supply the full loss ol time
while att tending school.
He then co nme: ¢- |
ed business as a shoemaker, for himsel,

my opened in 1884.

He then lefi the shop

for the school-room ,beiny one of the first stu-

dents.

During the fall icin he went home

sick, and the fever

continued

with increas-

ing power 1ill life was despaired of. At
that time, one of his associates,a neighbor's
son, returned bome from his bedside,

say-

ing, “Levi Tasker is dying.” The pious
father of that young manat once felt the
spirit of prayer, and rising from the table,
be said, “Let us pray.” His earnest importunities were expressed in a strength of
voice that bore the sound of prayer even to

tion, and then be left

his molding influence. He once went back
to his native town, where he resuscitated
the drooping interest.at Bow Lake, and,after a short pastorate, left it-in a prosperous
condition, in which it bas since continued.

Eight or nine years ago he went to Lyn-

don, Vt,, and in tbat church and the Wheelock Q. M., he expended some of his most

efficient labor, He secured several graduates from the Theological school to vacant

pastorates around him, and being himself a
bond of union between the younger brethren
and older residents, {hey all worked most
Interest

the

from

Judging

successfully,

awakened in the cause of . education, Home
Q. M.

prosperity, the

Missions and church

was then enjoying bright and prosperous
days. Bro. Tasker by there as an organizer and educator, and never did he render
more efficient service.

The Lyndon Institution is greatly indebtto him

ed

establishment; for

its

for

his

counsel, while pastor of the chureh. theye,
was probably second to that of no otRe
man in laying its foundation, or in the or
‘a series o

For

years he did a very
amount of work
in that Q, M.,by ehdbliraging and strengthening the feeble churGhes, setting in order
the things that were. wanting, and by the

prevailing system generally witnessed.
In his family he

busband

model

a

was

He was a worthy citizen, a
and father,
wise counselor, a good pastor, and an excellent preacher. His gift was not that of a
revivalist, thongh revivals were pol unfre-

He fed the flock
gent in his pastorate,
and kept the fold in a good condition, = His

however,

thirty-nine years

ago,

he wrote

ety; and was one of the active men and
officers in its organization.
To 1837, while at school, he became exauxious

about

himself,

having

no hope in Christ. ; After

much

tion he finally decided

considera-

to use Scripture

megs in securing the salvation of his soul.
He not only did what he could for himself,
but in a meeting of no unusual interest,
asked the prayers of others in his behalf.
[n that very meeting prayers were offered

by several that God would not only convert
to the ministry.

call him in-

15 rated as to the thoroughness of
vestigation (hat led to the change.

in Christ, and remembered those prayers
about his call to the ministry, his modest,

When he cherished a hope

sensitive pature was cut

As a devowipational man he stood in the
front ranks, He was clerk of the Sandwich
QM. of the New Hampshire Y. M. and of
the ome Mission Society (or many, many

years, and a more efficient recording officer
does not survive him.

For about

years be had been a member of the

twenty
H,

M.

Executive Board, and clerk of the same, for
several years a member of the Executive

Board of the Education Society,

and for the

last seven years one of the corporaters of
the Printing Establishment, and on the Executive Board.

Bul we need not speak further of his positions of trust, since he hoaored

them all,

and yet there is one more service of which
we must speak,and that is the great amount
of committee work which he did in the Q.
M., the Y. M., and every . other other or-

ganization

of which

he was a member.

When difficult questions, requiring. careful
consideration were referred to a committee,

bis clear head and kind heart suggested to

the first call for a county Temperance Soci-

ceedingly

fest.

others his fitness for a plice there, and such
a place was given Bim with unnsual frequency.
We have briefly stated what his life has
been, and little need be added about his
death. Suffice it to say, he had taken
charge of the church in Sutton, Vt., and
after - several months his declining health led
him back to Sandwich, where he retained

to

the

quick, and

account of a Free Baptist minister who re- for six or seven years he was sorely tried
cently joined a Baptist church, giving, as a on the subject.all the while fighting against
reason, that ¢ churches that professed to Le he own convictions, the advice of his brethd the call of God.
In this state of
ssemsto be as far beyond our ken asthe Baplists were drifting into recognition of
for this reaand
study,
not
could
he
od
membermixed
of
matters
in
ism
philosophy of the incarnation, That
the pedo-bapt
son
he
returned
to
his
trade.
of
atonement was made by the Son of Gud ship and communion.” Will the facts justimeet
to
endeavored
he
meantime,
the
In
churchin supreme personality must be acknowl- fy that charge against Free Baptist
layman, and
a
of
duties
the
all
Faithfully
edged, and this, too, in connection with es?
as such, in the
Never has the denomination put: forth fill any place assigned him
the fact that the. objective point toward
Master's
service.
He
was
baptized and
which the eyes of mankind were to be di- from all quarters stronger protests against
united
with
the
church
in
Northwood
in
year;
puost
the
in
than
ns
innovatio
rected was the ‘‘ lifting up ” upon Calvary. all such
1887, and as hushand, father, clerk of the
s
tendencie
st
pedo-bapti
because
not
and
But, may not this phrase have ‘a meaning
that church, and superintendent of the Sabbath
indicative of the peculiar relation of that have been’ increasing, but because
school, he did
his whole du'y,
In the
fourteen
our
all
Iu
made.
been
scene to men ? By it the sacrifice wade be- charge has
great
revival
that
swept
through
the
town
fore the foundation of the world becomes hundred churches the exceptions to an im- soon after his conversion,in which two bunon
visible to those for whom it was made. mersed membership can be counted
dred were converted, he was very actIt is an exhibiton of the work as far as ha- one's fingers.
ive,
Bat has our brother in his new home esman senseis capable of conceiving ol
When the . anti-slavery question became
n’?
index to the real work which bud be 0 caped the dreaded ‘‘ mixed communio
exciting he took na. deubtful position.
out
of
one
weeks
Let us see. + Within three
wrought out long. hefore, and had form
Through the influence of the pastor and
from the begiming anh unconscious ele- Free Baptist ministers sat at the commun- others,
the church upited. with: others. in
charchment in‘huthan History, bat a ‘scene, tragi- ion in one of the large Baptist city
leaving
the Rockingham Q. M., bécause of
of
one
of
invitation
the
at
too,
| saf'as it is, pectliarly fitted to arrest the es and. that,
its
strong
anti-slavery action, and a newQ.
fo be the deacons. Another of our ministers as| yitontion ‘of humanity, and ‘yet not
M.
was
organized:
Bro, Tasker put himof
request
the
at
looked upon as setting forth’ the magnitude sisted at the communion
self
in
most
decided
opposition to this . acbey
frequentl
are
members
and
of the sacrifice by whigh, ‘before’ the foun- the pastor,
‘tion, and when others went around and indation of the world, wai wrought out he ing received. and allowed the practice of
open communion ; nay, even with a pro- duced members of the church to discontinue
redemption of our race. 4
And these the Star,becaunse it was an abolition paper,
test against close communion.
It this be true, many, thinng. jan
in the be followed on their track and secured the
standing
regular
i
have
churches
The
simplified.
greatly
become,
mysterious,
Moreover,
if
1 am | renewal of several subscriptions, So intense
body.
Baptist
larger
-| faith of the patriarchs,and their justification
:
ae

and effi-

cient, and many young people were under

for area-

school

this promising young man, but

16, is an

to the bosom of his

The church Was strong

During this time,

the

son hereafter assigned.

men, but when reasons for such change are

Watchman
& Reflector of Sept.

often gravitated back

‘friends.

te, (fie times ‘did
ok!
Aabor, and'as

and bad saved #300 when Strafford seade- | retfring¢ manacrs Roumaud is | Peilfjancy,
but his excellent spirit wa: always mani-

given which facts will not sustain, a doubt
the irIn the

spent ithat puto)
he leave for other

tion of the superstracture.

Rey. Bro. Tasker was

the one God degenerated, in the minds of
the people, Into a polytkeisic system of
merit rather in those. spiritual exercises of deities. Il is not less difficult to conceive the house of the supposed to be dying young
which the physical features ofgghe. crucifix- of the ido! Moloch as a corruption of the man, where others were praying. The vicion were but a partial and very inadequate original legacy of a knowledge of the true tory was gained. The man of prayer reexpression, than in the. physical manpifesta- God to man, than to conceive of the horrid turned to his unfinished meal; saying, *Letions themselves. No.one has ever. sge- rites by which he was worshiped as the vi will live.’ . And he dud live. From that
ceeded in satisfactorily uafolding the phi- degraded offshoot of the sub'imest truth in very hour a change for the better was visilosophy of the atonementy aud thoseswhom heaven or earth, the sacrifice of the Son of ble, and in his last sickness, Bro. Tasker
we have reason to: thiuk the best qualified God for his creatures. Yet both transform- ascribed his recovery from that sickness,
for the work, the inspired writers, them- ations became history a thousand times to the power of prayer, He continued his studies four years, till
‘selves, seem never to have attempted it. repeated
in the
development
of na$500 in cash had been spent in his educaThat part whichis visible to us, the phys-

tions. What an all-absorbing event must
ical suffering, seems entirely inadequate to that have been which anchored itself so
account.
for. the real efficiency evolved. firmly in ‘the very heart of the consciousWhen to this is added what we ean but ness of the universe; which, mingled by

one. "mm

He preached in diffexput’ places fora tow
Others “have fallen into {ll favor, and years, and settled
in Sandwich 1h “1848.
‘* calls” have grown less or failed entirely, There
was the scene of his Sgn labors,
when, by a providential . coincidence,a
years were
change of opinion has come over them and .| thirteen of the next fwenly

the beginning of the race of men, redemption our churches into theirs.
I am glad that
bad taken precedence of all things else in | in this work they have the hearty condemthe minds of those intelligences who had the nation of the whole body to which they now
knowledge of the things of ‘God both previ- belong, and could they hear, as yet they
way, the opinions that some of the promia part of our own nature.
ous and subsequent 0 the creation of man.
Capable of such a significance, I con- It may be said that even then the tuninent men in that body have of theni, they
ceive to be the passage in which the verse rang with responses to the glorious
might not feel flattered.
\
Redeemer is spoken of as the Lamb slain work; and when man had fallen and its
Let no loyal Free Baplist trouble himself
before the foundation of the world. There is trae siguificance became morgaapparent,,
with thece defections from our ranks. Have
a place in which the saints are represented it” broke
we yet been shown to be any weaker for
out in every
communication
as having their names written in the beok of God
Some once with us, who,
or angels to primitive
men. their departure?
of life before the foundation of the world; As even then it formed the burden of the from purest motives and honest convietions, went where they could feel more at
yet I can not think that the meaning of the song of angels, and he who heard thé voice
home and do more good, still cherish for
latter exhausts the intention of the former. of God must hate
Megrd them, —how could

In the knowledge and purpose of God they

thé ast thirty venrs I have been a’ “happy
man; ‘becatise I hive said to my Father in
heaven, ‘Not my will,’ but thine be

edged pedo-baptist.

as if by divine illumination, assumed a
broader and deeper significance than we
had dreamed of, and been transferred to the
treasure-house of the heart to be henceforth

mated as such, Bat that which makes it
possible for many to be made. righteous

tate. The thing to be imitated is the spirit
of Jesus, who, now his hour had come, was

fulfillment of their hopes.

completer revelation of the same wonder-

like

* regular” Baptist ¢

tion wrought, out of which was to come the ject it would be amusing {0 conje

ful fact in the future inearnation of the Mesof all the deep, strong melody that the siah. We occupy the place in comparison
human heart can bear; but to the dweller with those who having seen have believed,
upon the shore the dash of waves is too while they believed though they had mot

gestive,

lished attractively, the cross draws because
it reveals the tenderness and grace of God,
makes so feasible salvation, offers with
such sineerity the promise of pardon and
holiness. Jesus gives there the strongest evidence and sight of God’s love; and love is
attractive, love draws. It is no respecter of

The hour for the disciple to be
Jesus.
glorified. comes when be is called to suffer
and die for Jesus. “It is enough for the
servant to be as-his Lord.” (2) The word
“follow” is here used in the sense of imi-

ouly a dimly outlined idea of a redemp-

paid, and this involved the promise also of

Father honor.” ' (1.) The first clause shows

me, him

0

of him in whose court the ransom had been

—

far iulapd, the

ever intense it may

serve

lp

of the sea has a purely ideal meaning, sug-

who lives

By means of the divine character thus pub-

If any man

%

music

To'one

al

pod

are, now and then,u

:

saved them

will my

be.

revelation

an RIS

| not misinformed by good authorit

knowl dge,

rifice is made already when the first sin is soul; it was | the bistory
away our hardness of heart, our iguorance,
coutmitted ; the external, palpable form tion, traced Side by side
and batred of God.
(8) Then came there
has not Yeoh taken, the. Sou of Man has God, and coming to the
a voice from heaven,
saying,
I have
not been - lifted up, he is not yet visible taken Viearionsly for
both
glorified
it and
will glorify it
i
to the fallen race, and yet he has entered sion.

love him slain for us; we now have faith in verse *‘ now shall the ptince of this world
his power and disposition to save us, as, if be cast out,” read +‘ will” for * shall.”
be bad not died, we could not have. (6.) The certainty of Satan's defeat, the sure
\ Jesus puts the duty to sacrifice this world breaking of his power, by the cross, is
on the ground of au eternal life. If there is what Jesus had in mind. (4) Ile is call

such a life, it is wise to make this life a
means of obtaining that. If life we love,
fet us gain: eternity. The man loves

by it differ in no sen
their

The Lamb that was Sain §

life in a wrong sense,
to be won, and nevthe neglect of the still depths
(4) Stronger feelings
yet we feel. and know it to be
were urging him
4! ble, and the deeper. dredging
garden, of Gethsemricher gems. . How often do we

ane was anticipated.

28—30.

(ommuigations.

vis my soul troub-

led.” (1) By “soul
‘meant his inner
self. “ The trouble was subfectiv &, within.
It consisted of the agitation of opposing

BRIAN

a pleasant home, hoping for improvement
by the change. He grew worse every day,
and it was soon a settled
question with
him that his work was done.
Hearing of

his condition, the writer hastened to his
bedside, and found him calm, cheerful and
happy, HMespoke of his work as a minister, of our

work

as

denomination,

a

and

never seemed more hopeful. He desired to be
remembered kindly to all his brethren, and
finally fell asleep, Aug. 29, aged 61 years.
The funeral

accordance

services

were

with his wishes

were understood.

At

conducted in

so far as they

1 o'clock,

Sept. 1,

wa@ repaired to the church where he had so

long and faithfully preached, and
we talked, prayed, sung

together,

with the

and

house

in tears

sympathized

full

of loving

friends. Prayer was offered by Bro. E. H.
Prescott, remarks were made by the writer
somewhat in the line of this article, and he
was followed by Bro. Calley, pastor of the
church, who spoke of his work in Sandwich.
Bro. Wiley, who was

associated

with him

in Vt., spoke of his labors there, and Bro.
Curtis spoke of his official work in the denomination, his journey with

him

to South

Ca¥olinayTn H. M. work for the freedmen,

and added kind words of consolation to the

bereaved family and friends.
The singing
was sweet and touching. = His remains
were then borne, by six of bis brethren, to
the grave in the rear of the church, where
we uttered our last farewell, and once more

sought ‘he blessing of God and his sanétifytig grace, Bro. M. A. Quimby leading

us in prayer.
We loved Bro. Tasker in life, we spoke
warmly of his excellences as he layin
death, and we cherish his memory with af-

fectiondte regard.

t
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they never afterwards ceased to. remember

th: And often some ri
le lady, whomno other Christian thought
it wise to approach religiously,
ould open
her heart to her, and , disclose
e deepest
longings after a rest which the world could

%QOne by One.”

They are’Rathering homeward from every land,

‘not give, and would

na

SE
Ode by one.
As their weary feet touch the shining strand,
:
ne by one,

receive

thanktully
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Denying a fault doubles it:

More

—

We have

in the houseof worship, have merited sharp
rebuke.
Open strifes have
voked the

mockery of the world. Positive misdeeds
of prominent Christians have been visited

with dire consequences to themselves, and
disastrous
upon the church.
When we look upon the present state of

conflict, we seem to see the church visited
for her thorteomings and sins,
She is assailed on‘every
side. ' Her strongholds are

invaded. Skepticism attacks her with metaphysies; and science and history.
Her
sacred writings are questioned.
Her institutions are assailed, = Her historic influence
is dented. Her foundation principles,even,
are'cglled
fn question,
Her functions are
divided. : The press teems with innuendos,
and gneers, and cavils, and open disparage-

earned,

we have nothing to say in mitigation or in
deprecation. - Let them come.
Let the
blows fall-till they are heeded, though they
draw blood. It may be in part persecution.
Bul persecution
is better than spurious
peace and stagvation. We look hopefully
on this assault all along the line, as per-

haps the needful means of driving the church

baek to her stronghold once more, and calling every man to bis post and bis duty.—
Advance.

The

Christian
—

Earnestness.

Traveler.

Oy

Ope man travels for business, and an:
other for pleasure; the one would not b°
pleased with enforced idleness, nor the oth-

plenty of stale,

insipid, lethar-

gic, half-and-half religious life.

The church

needs more calotic.

must have

Envy shootsat others and wounds:
sell.
Foolish fear donbles danger.

‘God

reaches

us

good

things

by

her-

labor.

'A Christian,

d () ,
nary . excellence as
a man
wide sale there.
as to com
awarded
hest premiums at Indus-

MANS FEEma

our

say:

stove

‘ Everything depends upon

The boughs that bear most hang lowest,

my get-

Upright walking is sure walking.
Virtue and happiness are mother and
ry in the right shape, and my geting the
right medicine.” We are stric en by the child.
Wise men make their own opportunities.
leprosy of sin. The world comes and (ries
You never lose by doing a good turn.
us;
heal
to
honors
and
with: its pleasures
Zeal without knowledge is fire without
but it-bas always failed. Hereis a divine
prescription.
Take it, and live, Refuse it, light.—Christian Advocate.
we
ting that prescuiption

and die.

before the apotheca-

MISSIONS for selling infer tor.
reason often try very hard

How we ought to hold on fo it,

and with what earnestness we ought wow
to take it. It is; more than that. Suppose
a captain is awakened in the night, The
‘men who have had the management of the
ship have been asleep and vot minding their
business. ‘The vessel isamong the breakers. The captain comes on deck with the
chart. - With what earnestness he looks at
it now. Here is a rock and th re is a rock;
there is a light-house; bere is a way of escape. So here is a map setting forth the
perils of the sea in which we are voyaging;
there ate dangers all about us. It'the following of that chart does vot get us out of
thes breakers nothing will, With what

Sent

attention

it deserves.

Here

* nomihad the

is a hint to

pastors :

The minister is called to preach

the. fu-

neral of brother A., who would scarcely

be,

rr.
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It
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than
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and
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Pacific
Slope.
and the dull heap of darkness must become
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more earnestuess in Bible reading. What
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Learning makes a ‘man fit company for |
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om and Sleeping Cars through to
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One hour to-day is worth two to.morine the SYwplowms ol your disease and write
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o
a prescription, saying: **1 go by the next row.
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sleep.
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:
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recognized as-a Christian except as he is seen
occasionally at communion’ and generally
however, bas always spiritual business,
gt church on Sunday; and yet the sermon;
though the form and the degree of toil may
'prokuiiy vary with time an place, Hence earnestness we ought lo examine it, and or the eulogy if you’ please, puts him, withperadventure, into heaven, Instead,
e will ever feel privileged to be useful, feel that it is a matter of heaven or hell out a
even amid his seasons of recreation. ‘His "whether or not we read it. and whether we of preaching to the living Jesus Crist and
character will make an atmosphere about read it right or wrong.
— Christian at Work. him crucifiedas the only name gived ander
heaven and among mem: whereby
we éan’ be
bim, the influence of which the worldly will
the virtues of the deceaséd are! set’
feel, and. often the summer resor
Il
A Buckeye Girl Preacher. | saved,
forth in glowing
terms, and his, eharteoms
bring temporary companionships and
Ba
dtl O Wp
[Ss
ings are covered with a mantle of charity,
ing opportunities which are of espécial val
Among thé names of women of Ohio, thus showing a halance-sheet largely in his
ue in wing 10
Christ souls that otherwise
could not ‘well be reached, ‘We cherish the who engaged actively in the whiskey eru- favor, making his title legal rather than by
_memory. of a lady, now released from earth- sade last year was that of a young lady, Au- the grace of the Guspel.! ‘Nominal Chrisly labors, whose wealth and high svcial po- nie Oliver, whose history bids fair to be ians will come to the: conclusion, and that
sition. were thoroughly
consecrated to more than an ordinary ‘one, and more than logically, if that kind of Christianity is good
Christ. In the city of New York, where that of the butterflies of lite which are pur- to die by, it will do to live by.
Nor is this kind of funerals confined to
she resided, she was a leader in circles of sued from wedlthy flower to flower, and
_spivitnality and benevolence.
Each ;sum- many of them caught, too, She has already professors. You may attend ten funerals of
people just-as they happen, and nine out of
mer, when at Saratoga, ' or in the. mount- mude some stir in the world,
Four years ago Miss Qliver was an art ten will be preached to heaven. If then,
pos, or by. the sed-aide, she drew around
her, by
sweetness of her spirit and her studentin Civcionati, continuing her pur- Orthodox ministers preach all men to heaven
bright and joyous ways, a company of con. suits with much promise until two years in detail, what is the practical difference begenial souls, many of thew previously ago, when becoming religiously interested, tween them and the Universalists? Is not
'* strangers, who were so lifted. heavenward
she left off her studies to enter a new field, the truth largely neutralized by a morbid
in their experience, by the brief contact,that that of religious investigations. She ap-. sympathy P—B, in the Advance.
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No commission can be allowed on either of the

| band that rules the world in the orbit, and above offers,and every subscriber will se? the dethat makes it fulfill its course through light sirableness of obtainipf a new one, or of looking
A Correspondent of the Christian Ob- and shade governing our lives for a higher
’
after the formation of a club in every place where
Saviour,
mer, be thou in full view
g server, Louisville, Ky., has been among
than earthly end. ".Le
>
Swilingly, gladsomely, shall we pass through;
copies
of the Starare now taken, The pastor
the Mennonites of Rockingham . county,
:
One by one.
and friends will choose their own way of getVa., and has observed many of their quaint
“Watch and Pray.” oo
ting up the clubs, and so make the generous ofAmong othér things their. mancustoms,
The "Smiting of the ‘Wicked.
—
Wi—
ner of selecting and ordaining ministers
fer available.
A converted and emancipated slave ac@
—
He describes it
came under his notice.
No
other
Sabbath
schob)
paper
in
the
country
costed a person thus:
:
The chuich has always been its own thus:
‘« Massa,me hear you are going fo study has een published at so low a price as the Lit‘worst. enemy. All real danger to its existIn the first place. nominations were re- to be a minister.”
tle Star and Myrtle,and-we can not furnish them
ence and its well-being has come from with- ceived at dMigrent parts of the district for!
“ Yes.”
in. The bady of believers united in love, cafididates,
hoesver
receives one voted
* Will you let poor Tom say one thing at the old price and pay the postage in addition,
intent on the work of the Lord, livinz pure- or more is*‘ put into the lot,” A day is to you ?"
5
Ten éopies or more, send=to one address, will
ly and beneficently, and trusting in “God, specially set apart for casting the Jot and
Yas.
;
be
twenty-five cents ‘each, while all
packages
may defy outward assault.
The idividu- ordaining the parties designated by tbe lot.
“ Weil, you know the Good Master cays,
al faith which, by its own blessed experi- At tbe recent drawing therg were twelve ¢ Watch and pray.” Now yo: may watch containing less than ten will be, thirty cents
ence, can say, ** I know whom 1 have be- in the lot. It was decided (bat there should all the time, and if you no pray the devil
,
‘
4
lieved,” strides on unhurt through all the be only two ordained.
I have not learned will gegin. -You may pray all the time, each
snares of learned skepticism. The Chrigtian how it was decided that two would be as and if you no watch, too, the devil will get
Address, LR Szewart, Dover, N, H,
4
life that steadily brings forth the ‘ peacea- many as were needed. .-:
in.” Butif you watch and pray all- the
ble fruits of righteousness” may disregard
The question to ‘be determined was, which time, the devil no get in; for it is just like
all attempts to jeer or sneer it down.
The of the twelve should be the two required the sword of God put into the angel's hand
preaching that is fruitiul in manly charac- preachers. Twelve copies of the New Tes- at the entering of the garden—it turns
ters and honored lives has no call to apolo- tament were put into the bands of a party, every way. Ifthe devil come before, it
A slip of turn there; if the devil come behind, it
RAILWAY.
and sent into an adjoining room.
gize for itself,
Bat these conditions are not always ful- paper was put into two of the copies. The tyrn there.
Yes massa,
it turn
every
This great corporation mow owns and operates
filled.
Long-fontinued prosperity ener- Testaments were left in the room, anl the’ way. "—Whitecross.
over two thousand miles of road. ‘With one
branch
it reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee,
and the
vates, Vigilance is relaxed when outward party came back into the churei, wherecountry
north thereof; with another line it pushes
danger and
pressure are removed.
The upon another party went for the Testhrough Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du
then carfavor and flattery of the world corrupt. taments, shuffled them, and
Lac, Green Bay, Escanaba, to Negaunee and MarA Child’s Answer.
quette ; with another line it passes through Madison,
Secular intimacies, maxims and customs ried them into the church, and set them
Klroy, and for St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching
creep in, and obliterate, more or less, the upon the pulpit. The parties now drew,,
westward from Elroy,
it runs
fo and througn
How orten do the answers and-sayings of Winona, Owatonna, St. Peter Mankato, New Ulm,
line between (roth and error, between re- Land the two persons who found the slip
and
stops
not
until
Lake
’
ampeska,
is
of paper in their books were ordained our little ones teach us some lesson of laith reached; another line starts from ChicagoDakota,
ligion and irreligion.
.
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on
the
spot
as
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fully
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and
and
trust!
One
evening
1
was
about
to
through
Elgin
and
Rocktord
to
Freeport,
and,
via
At length comes (he time when this state
Illinois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
of things can no longer be suffered. And authorized to preach and Lear rule in the close np the house early, and my little the
Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still another
if the spirit and power of discipline has house of God. God is held responsible for three-year-old daughter asked permission to line runs almost due westward from Chicago, and
asses through Dixon,
Sterling, Fulton, Ciinton
beeu paralyzed wiihin, God takes measures the character of their preaching, and the accompany me, and together we went
Cedar Rapids
Marshal
wn, Grand Juneto discipline from without.
When there is faithful are content to receive it from their through the basement, seeing that windows Ition,ope Missouri
Valley Junction, to Council Bluffs and
doors were
secarely fastened, and
. This last-named is the ‘ GREAT TRANSa failure of that *‘excellent oil” the smiting ministers as God chooses to give it them. and
ROUTE,” and the pioneer overland line
of the righteous, there comes at length an’ These ministers can draw crowds that your reaching the main hall above, 1 bade her CONTINENTAL
for NEBRASKA, COLORADO,
UTAH, IDAHO, MONoutpouring of that oil of vitriol, the smiting seminary and college preachers can not stand still until I had turned out the gas, TANA, NEVADA,
fearing, as she was toddling along
after
of the wicked. It is the best available sub- begin to rival,
semiaary preacher is looked upon as me, that she might stumble and fall in the OALIFORNIA and the PACIFIC COAST.
stitute. Let us thank God for it.
‘We seem to be
reaping a goodly share a man-made preacher, while the prayeriul dark. The gas out, 1 asked, * Darling,
st
.
, in ‘our opin- ly raffled preacher is received as the God- where are you?” not knowing the spot It run through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the
best, safest, shortest, and quickest route for
uch, nor a moment made messenger of the Gospel, entitled to where she might be standing. The baby OMAHA,
LINCOLN, and other
2 NEBRASKA ;
preference to all others, whatever their tal- answer came, full of love aud faith, “In de and for CHEYENNE, DENVER, SALTL.
CITY,
VIRGINIA
CITY,
CARSON,
SACRAMENTO,
SAN FRAN:
dark, papa!” And, guided by her voice, I
ents and piety
may be.
ec, and all other points west of the Missouri,
One thing 18 remarkable, the lot never took her hand, and we went up stairs.
: ver.
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:
If you want to go to. Milwaukee, ’ Manilowoc td
such as may havea goed calls to us when we are perplexed with
dals that ought to be chastised, and if the falls on any exce
De Pere Ripon, Baraboo, Eau Claire,
ing a hoe. living by a worldly cares and troubles: ‘My child, Sheboygan,
will not do it, let the world swing farm, or are
Hudson; Stillwater,
St. Paul, Minnéapohs, Dulu
thriving trade. Thereis no change
ap- where are you?” And when we answer, mh
t
sh, even. though it be a scourge.
gd ead, Fo Ga
Winona,
’ Winona,
Plattville,
aterloo, "Fost Dodge, Bionx
A wide-spread Jack of spiritual life and parent in their relations to the world and In the dark, Father” He takes us by the
\
>
‘Bluffs,
y
oln,
power has juvied an open “denial of God's business. They (oil from Mooday morn- band and leads us to the light.—Sel.
Clty. Jankion: ot
’ Em
ae Feinico!
d other nerthern, north-we.
or
resénceand influence among his people. ing to Saturday. night, at the avocation in
western
points, this line is She pue you shou d take.
eeble: and ‘soulless preaching has evoked which they were found when called to the
they
Alphabet of Proverbs.
well-grounded sneers at the powerlessness work of the ministry. On Sunday
ave made up of elegant new Bu man RA Draw—GY W—
of the
pulpil. Rationalistic theo
have rise before immense throngs of devout peo. emboldened assaults on everythin®
super- ple, and solemnly tell them that now they
EE
‘ana Smoking acy
A grain of prudence is 'worth'a pound of
Saiiy Fao, ta pat fhe
selebra
natural,
Sentimentalists,
mountebanks, are going to hand over the truth just as craft.
jokers and jockeys in the ‘ministry have they get it from the Holy Spirit, and they
Boasters are cousins to liars.
of
brought contempt upon themsetves and dis- ‘feel to say ” thas and so.
Confession of faults makes half amends.
senger trains. All trains are runby tele,
h.
one,
Let but thy strong arm around
WB&Xwined,
We shall cast ali our cares and fears to the wind
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not safely ignore them.
If a regiment or
a corps fails in battle, the whole army may
+ suffer loss, and the enemy may even triumph.
If the ark of God seems to tarry,
why nay it not be because Freewill BapOur first effort should be, for a higher
Christian life. Whatever the Master may
require of us, that is the plane on which it
can be best ‘accomplished.
Do we have
“Weak churches ? More of Christ's spirit will
make
them strong.
Do we deplore a
lethargic aad backward membership? A
fresh baptism from above will arouse them
to new life and glorious victories. Let the
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on a safe fipancint basis,

that

would

leave

a clearey fiesh for our other educational interest- that are in need of ‘money.
And if

the cv aebefii ench >of ‘these interbsts
*®isa «we sent out 6f che field with full sab“options, they would” cease
to be, a hin.

krance,

s peaking ip a. good

wid=sion work

and

to

the

sense, to eur

various purely

of eternal

and
the

punish-

:

RHE SS

£¢ became

gbedienty unto (deaths) evén the
o
:

Very often a local revival fails to be widespread because each church works within
itself, failing to extend its influence over

necessities are often more numerous than
the dollarsto meet them with.
But we
enter upon the surest way “to poverty, both

in spirit and purse, when we dehy the-cills
-for benevolence: : Except to seek ‘greater
+ conseciatioht6 God we know of nothing

that"we peed so much as this disposition te
.give. And this eondition will acconapany
«that, as sure as fresh verdure springsup af
sthe touch of summer; "**
«4
We spoke awhile ago about the part we

wought

10" bear

in” promoting

education.

Sound learning oughtto have a_ friend and
helper in every member of our ‘Zion.
Let
us patronize our own schools.’
There are
enoagh of them, and they are good enough,
. to satisfy every sincere and earnest stu-

observe the spirit of our

HiuispaLe CoLieae.

churches should seek to promote.
If one
minister or church has adopted methods

the

that are securing the bléssing, let the oththus
:

——CATHOLICS

ENg-

AND SCHOOLS

LAND. - The pastoral letter of

bishops

lately

IN

to establish a Catholic
iy

intention

the

words,

that

the

of the

andyet.by honoring th

f

!

accept mercy through the atonement.

And this acneetD fulf forthe blood
It

is free, for it is offered *‘withont money,
and
:;
withoat price,” to
se who could not oth
erwise obtain
"=
jo! x
:
ae
eting it.
AS Jd ww ik 1Dx8)
efficacy.

By it Abel,

Enoch, Noah; ' Abra:

ham, Isaac, Jacob, aud,

we have

reason

hands, and it will, be-

come impossible for the state to withhold
legal recognition from the educators of the
vation. These utferances agree with similar oves in this eourtry, snd show how
widespread
is the Catholic combination
against popular education. Will the pastoral arouse . Mr. Gladstone
to another expostulation ?
——THE PAPACY AND SPAIN.
Spanish government received,

‘The late
a dewand

from the Pope for the execution of the
late agreement between Spain and the
Vatican; the payment of arrears dae the

its

have been saved, since it was really accomplished and finished by; the. death; of Jesus

€hrist on the cross.

And by it sinners now

unsaved it) ii gavel Miho deldy jand
those who,
in
ature aages
ges may
may sin,
sin, may
be saved, till the timé ghill ‘eons’ ‘when Je-

t seemsto be'the belief in Madrid that His |

Holiness - will finally
sions,

vif?

abate

AL.

his préten-

LAN)

1

!

tion,’ and now ‘affirms

** into barbarism.

that she

relapses

sufficiently to ‘suggest

that, ib'the present stateof our civilization.

gud ‘our school org#nization, corporal punishment is a meams of grace which’ we’ ‘ein

not abalishy #nd, have moet abolished without
injury.”., Her, reasons are that the teacher,

of a school. edueation; and upon
are those who refuse the grace of God in this she bangs all
the unfairness done (he
Christ, who neglect the offers 3 hig love, pupil, kis parents, and the
community,
and whom "Ged in ‘hig inscrut abi
wisdom" when a proper use of the rod might have
allows to perish in
@2irsins. But all have
beend blessing: Tt is of course quite easy
Salvation,

‘for it is

‘a

faithful saying, and worthy of ali aceeptation, that Christ Jesus came-into the world:

more

by

catechisms

that they diminish

to overdo almost any thing of’ the kind.
There are doubtless. some boys, and per~

haps now and then a girl, that really need
to save sinners.”—And all ‘ate invited to be to be whipped to
be decent, but’ we ‘must
to call}
«dent.
Iu a broader sense than that; let us saved, for Jesus saidy, & | came no
believe that they are so rarely found in our
the rightéous; but ‘signers.
to repertance in schools as to make! it quite
help take care
of our eomm« on
safe if not altoschool « gys: and alse,
Comé
unto
me,
all'ye that latem.
ktisimperilled ; may we edeh be its
gether desirable to abolish from them .the
resolute ‘¢hampions. vt’ sustaitis intimate bor, and are heavy laden, and’ 1" will ‘give ruse of the rod,
sH10d¥ Gotta
relations to every family ; may we protect you'rest.”=It is important 10 vote. the arrangements which God bas made for the
it as we would our own homes,
roe? ‘dissemination of a knowledge of salvation, ~——GRAND' | CENTRAL
INOONVENIRNCES,
Again, the.denomination sustains a #4:
Traveler
s
who
have
“occasion
to nse the
Here
tion to’ polities that it ‘can not safely ignore. Ho has given us his inspired Word,
sthe danger of nat 1s poritaved 34 tue Grand Central depot #™New York will ap-

too late for insertion, as that portion of it is

already off the press.
This Asso. joined
us at the last Geueral Conference,
and
composed of 3 Quarterly Meetings, is
22
churches, 10 mivisters (performing
double
duties) and a membership of 818.
Wool-

sey College,

a promising

institution, ‘is

within its limits, and it abounds in
workers,
ll

Weste rn

>

faithful
—-—

means,

we

would

still, accord wite

all the

mooi

1

a"

reco

t

Christ has alse

“Chiistidin t6 uel ieaty

men do.
™

mad.
i 4

3

thy of, every

i §

10

useless,” be

more constantly available methods.”

—Is IT BEST 10 DRINK IT ? Temperance
lecturers and others say a great deal about
the poisonous character of liquors sold
and.

drank.

To such as think thal much

of this

talk is for mere effect, a” statement made
a
few days since in the prayer meéting of the’

56 Madison

Notes

8t.,

Chicago,

Il.

revival'effort this fall, and the expectation

most gratifying form last week.

An enthu-

held composed

.* help it can get. from legislation, con
and
n
BI7Y
Lord while he
seek ‘the
tending
always for the principle of prohibition,
but | to call upon him while he #s neat.”
leaving each man’s vote tevexprashis
e own “We must also kee in view the Inflaetices
+. Conscientions convietions,:
1
0
Te
We hesitate to specify further, the direc- of the Holy Spirit, leading mén to see , (heir

tions 86 ‘open ynd multiply upon wus. in

which the denomination maydo real Christian servi

ce. « The evil that ‘is believed to

' _existin secret societies, making

danger, and
to go lo Christ for sal¢ation.

Left to themselves, men would

npon their consciences,

them a leads them fo realize that they are guilty
!

voll JTAWE
Ee

de

APART Ee §

0,

WY

{AK

asltmne

4

"5.

+ —Mommontsn
Pror)
. A. 8. Pickard, Jt!)

Young Mens’ Christian ‘Association, * Prov-

of rep-

.
Committee's

report,

to

Bean, Anthony and Mills; the Treasurer's
report,lo Stevens, Bates and Waterman ; tke
Agents’ report,to Curtis, Mills and Hayes ; Editor's report, to Hayes, Bean and Sinclair;
Western Manager's report,to ‘Mills, Stevens
and Bates.
:
®

The above reports were favorably con-

certainly abundant

néed.

Should

rect them ‘elsewhere, however,

duty di-

for the pres-

ent, 4s is possible, we hope the good
planoed may not be hindered.

work

A

VEXED

QUESTION

Illinois,

will be done in Dover,

willbe in some

The Boston

office

convenient place, where

the editor and agent can have desk room,
and whore some one will be always present

—

electionto the bishopric

The publicationof the Star in Boston and

Chicago is 10 be continued, and ‘the work

SETTLED.

of fhe diocese

The

of

of

to amswer calls.’ The Chicago

officd will

continue as Heretofore,

Dr. Wm. Edward McLaren,
Among, other, things, the , Committee on
will be hailed with peculiar satisfaction by
‘Brother
Jiuling’s report said: “In our opin:
the Episcopal

church, and will give a feeling of relief to Christians general
The

unyielding tiostility between the
High and
Low church parties bas prevented, for three
year, the confirmation of a suecessor to
Bishop Whitehouse. The Ritualists were
too rigid to ‘compromise, and 'the Liberals

too sincere fo’

ion the conduct of the Western! Department
of the Printihg Establistiient hms been

quite 43 satisfactory, under. all “the cincum«

stances, as conld have been expected.
therefore

We

«recommend the eontinuance

of

the Western ageney under its présent management.” A" féw changes are contemplated in the relation of this department to
the other partsiof the paper, which will be

announced in due time,

oid

| The present volatne Will complet half a

large praciical experience
His connection with the

Episcopal church

on the coats of the human

brief he having come from the Preshyteridns
within the last four years. , He was for some

the Star.

quently eatered the ministry of the Présby-

Home Mission cause for the freedmen, and
one hundred dollars’ was appropriated to

What effect must that which would remov
e
the hair from a horse's breast, produce,
up-

stomach?

In.

stead of ealling such stuff ram, gin, whiskey,
and the like,it is betterto call ‘it by its.
true name, poison. Whoever drinks it, let
him do it with the understanding that he is
drinking poison,
——

greg

THE Lire of DR. DAY.

ofthe biographical sketch

LL

Advance sheets
and

memoir.

of

Dr. Day give promise of a (ruthful picture
of the man, The story of his lite is intense-

in the ministry.

has been coniparatively

time editor, of a Cleveland paper, subse-

terian church, preached some years each at

Peoria, I1I., and Detroit,

Mich,,

at which

and, when

published, it will be seen that a

strong array of talent, outeide of the ‘office,

will shine through the weekly

colamns of
g

:

One hundred dollars has been given to the

Foreign Missions.

re.

The notes of Prof. MGwe, in the Star, on
the Sabbath school lessons, ‘will be pub-

ologically, as Theodore Cuyler says men ‘in-

of their lessons, especially those who do not

latter place his change of ecclesiastical

iatfons was consummated. He is said to lished one week earlier, to accommodate
“stand up a little more (han straight,” the- those who desire longer time for the study

variably

do

who

ebange

success, will highly prize. A steel portrait

orado and

is expected'to publish it during the month
of Noyentber. fetal
uid
ET

and the indications are.that

denoit

world. ' Thess sermons are

He describesit 4s “"a 'bit of

gh

wrt

Tt

Potroit/ respectively—haye

al-

ready declaredin fiver ofthe ‘lective pln,
several

others

will do'likewise, . There could hardlybe a
more marked exhibition of the tendency of

A RESof ULT
the suspensi
,on’ of (he pub- the times toward a pure” ‘democracy
lishing fiem ‘of
. B. Ford'& Co., is the dis- churchas wellas State, than the develop-jn

institution.”

iomy Tepe
r

follows;
The Exeenive

that the hair had come off at the point
of
contaci. This query is most natural
: —

continuanceof thi Plymouth

$00

not a jar of

leeling disturbed the perfect harmony
from
commencement (o close.
Many important

his horse {i

Pulpit, (he
a long

and be contributes'to the, Independent’ the ] [name under which they have for
results of his obsérvations of the peculiar ‘time given Mi. Beecher's sermons

fet ishfsni,

meeting continued through two en-

, however, better: cotfnsels ‘prevailed." ‘Dr. DeKoven took himself gracefully century since the first, pamber of the Star
front of what is termed one of « the belter
outof the way; and, with entire harmony, was issued, and the question: of some !sémiclass” of liquor saloons. While there
centénnial notice of the event is under consome the present incumbent was elebted. OF
his sideration.
one came out to throw away a part of a
hE Amp
glass! confirmation there seems
to be no ‘doubt,
of liquor. . This accidentally hit the
A Tist of special contributors is in preparhorse's Dr. MéLaren is said to be 'a man
of superi- ation by the Ex, Com,, editor and agent,
breast. The next day it was discov
ered or ability, and of

dence, recently, and hitched

bas peen spendinga few days in Salt Lake,

Hohatomedun

The

tire days and ‘evenings, and

receive their paper till the lastof the week

or the first of thé weék following.
A large and

beantifalochromo

was

pur-

chased and hung in his room by the lato
editor; which; in a touching ‘lelter from
Mrs. Day, tvas presented to the office as a
permanent fisiture; (0 the very great gratification of all’ the employes.

of grateful

A’ resolution

‘acknowlédgment

Jmougly adopted,

|.

was

unani-

to ‘the

WHEBEAS, our dear brother,

Rev Geor

T. Day, D. D., has recently passed’ from
bors to reward, Sherefords ne
Uo

Resolved, 1, That while

we tittetly des-

pairof expressing our full sénse of the loss’
which ‘this
vement biings pon us,
both personally and as’ a’
ration, we
return thanks to our wise Heavenly Father

for having permitted ug’to ‘be associated
with soeh amoble’and efficient fellow-helpIt may be safely said that {he Episeopacy: er. We thank God for the tioble work he

wets of which we speak,

‘of the Methodist church hus less that is ob- ‘raised
up our brother

16 do, not'alone

asa

of this Board of Corporators, bat
hencéforth 'to' Jectiohable; and has wou
suctetses member
for the rare and surpassingly excellent
vbe published in the’ Christian Union, which than thut of any church in greater
the world, which ‘qualities: which, as a Christian educator and
is hereafter to have fhe direct personal

care

fact only makes

the

strong

tendency

re

reformer;he digplayed in the pulpit and on

Hi

a=

HW

)

continue to

‘neglect, and perish but the Holy Spitif
presses the frath

sirable es
.

The Corporators of the Printing Esta
lishment held their annual meeting Septem
ber 15th, at which all but two of the surviving members were present. The vacant
chairs of Brethren Day and Tasker were
vacancies that came home to each heart.

the members into a closer union with bimself, and, consequently, into nearer accord
with each other.
The reports were’ received and referred as

on Current Events,

siastic meeting was

News | and Notes.

chastening hand of the Lord had” brought

Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager.

yield their convictions , to aridence, and well vcuched for, may be
in- rogaut, dictation, hence Drs. Seymour and
structive, It appears that a gentleman
re- ‘DeKoven both failed of confirmation by
siding in ome of the country towns
ef th standing committees. In the late obs
Rhode Island came to the city’ of Provi‘
vention

of Mr: Day. will accompany the book.

our readers-have béen su
a

en (¢ ghee

pérstnde’

—

life crowned with ‘conferencos—the Centra) Pennsylvania; Cole .. Theifollowing resolutions wete adopted :

sance, to which w

ee

J

vd

—

questions were considered
tiled, every one of them with entire nnanimity. The

Department.

iinational
We ‘make no apology. for that sentence.
preciate an opeti letter, addressed to Compastures,
iy
will
of
God
made
known,
_
plan
of
re.
When we cease to vote consciéntiously, we
—
i§ Sel forth dood, its lati ntodore Vanderbilt, in the New York Ob 'ly interesting, embracing as it does ar acin that degree cease to be true citizens, and «dempfidd
#erder, in whieh Dr. Prime complains of eount of his active service
ty
to
t
h
e
need
and
to
the
condition
of
men
in
the
anti-slav
A
CHANGE
CoduNG,
' The animated and
leave the shaping of our public polity, with
re earnestly’
@xhorted the lack of hospitality “and even courtesy ery struggle, and his" connection with all somewhat extended discussion in the col-,
all its bearings upon the public moral wel: is shown and
to sce fom : “BS wvftig hebetives growing out of the rules relating to the our denominational enterprises.
The umns of our Methodist exchanges lately, on
fare,. to demidgogues and knaves.
We of its provisions. "Then" Jésus "Christ has ‘use of the depot waiting
rooms.
i
The ar- author, writes out of warm personal Rym- thie question of the election, instead of apneed not he ‘partisans. This paper is not
‘rangement referred to, that of clesitig these. pathy and intimate
dequaintance ‘with’ his ‘potutment; of presiding. eldérs, is likely fo
‘going to be. But it does hope. .to \upheld: called eertain men to devote’ themselves to rooms against persoos
who haye corde’Tri subject, and will ‘make a book ‘that all be foNowed by action on the
part of (he yaDoall trae and Christian, measures, not fear-: the work of preaching the gospel.” These ‘on the trains,
and reserving them for those Christians, add ‘all who would read the, rious intual Conference
s this fall. Three,
ing to condemn the bad in one party nor
who come to take trains, is a positive nui- record of a struggling

‘hesitating to commend the good in another,
- Believing that temperance can be the best
‘and most consistently promoted by moral

I

‘Corporators’ Meeting.

Baptists, intended for the Register,reache
s us

that Moody and Sankey would assist in
the
movement.
That desire took a definite and

the amount of

future, seems almost certain.

it

CHICAGO
,T0 MOODY AND SiNkEY.
We
recently reférred to the general manif
estation of a desire in Chicago for a vigorous

and other-

by a layman, recently, asking the General.

UNION
AssociATION
oF TENNESSEE,
The statistical report of this body of
liberal

|

Methodist teaching in our

says, ‘‘ to
se the fact- that.among asabsolute fool of the Vatican, (hit the rights ‘tronomers disgui
the impression ' seems ‘to grow
of the stale ‘must be respected before those that the transit
Venus has been overratof the Pope, but that religion will gt the ed as a means ofof detern
iihing the distance
same title be respected, and, as far as is of the
san; that observations, of this pheconsistent’ ‘with state, legislation, be pro- nomeuon can
do little more than confirm
tected. - This may give the Pope an Jppor- results obtain
ed in other less direct but
i! nity 40 filiinate an anathema, al though

sus Christ shalt ** appear the second time | not being
at liberty to flog, .must’ send ‘the
without a sin-offering.”—And it is aniver- offender
howe, and thps deprive him of the
sal. Not that all will be saved, For there benefits

the opportunity of

sheets, and

Tt is

ment Indicates a disposition not to be an

it consistentto pardon. the sinner who should

all sin.”

formed by the Catholic University
will
bave the intermediate education of the

tionsbe Made at ‘once {6 the "Vachiit Spanish bishopries.. The reply of the govern.

suffering the penalty of sin, he might. make

of Jesus Christ cleanseth from

band ‘of professors and masters now being
country in their own

[i is prac-

help

Advocate
introduced

Owing to constitutional difficulties, if for

and. es-

Let us

Michigan

sidered by the committees, and the Estabresentatives from over sixty churches,
in- lishment was found tobe in a prosperous
cluding all the Protestant denominations
condition, financially, notwithstanding
much weight with it. ‘A correspondent in except the Episcopal, several of whose miu. | unusual expenditures of the past year; the
and
the same paper fron: which we have al- isters have, however, expressed themselves the subscyiption list of the Star
is
on
the
friendly to the movement.
A vote inviting increase.
ready quoted says of it :
the revivalists to assist in the work,
was
Those who looked to prohibition
The vacancies in the Board, occasioned
‘* instant relief” and ¢ perfect cure” asfor an unanimously earried, an earnest loiter of by the death of
Brethren Day and Tasker,
ininvitation
temperance were greatly disappointed that
adopted and
an
exeentive were fifled by the choice of I. D. Stewart
and
it did not annihilate rather than - check
the committee to take charge of details aprpoin'- E. N. Fernald.
At the close of the session
tide
of intemperatce;
and
those
ed.
who
The letter is further empha zed Shy
| Stewart resigiel, that additional wisdom
thoughthat the ** Uniform Lesson” was
the signatures of a very large ou uber
the *‘ open sesame” of the Sunday-school
ol | and strength might be brought into the
millenvium are astonished to find that jm- the Christian men and women of |, city, (coungtls oi the Board (he being
the Agent),
perfections yet remain.
More piety and whose piety and zeal have Leen abu Santly {and Rv. J. M. Br wster, of Providence,
R.
study in the teachers, more leadership on manifested heretotore. The
letter has the [., was elected.
the part of pastors, more devotion to (rue gospel
ring, and on the pon ol ¢othe work on the part of all concerned will
{
The terms tor which thres of the corporemove the difficulties, and prepare the way operation says:
{ rators bad been chosen e. pired this year,
So
far
for the system’s more perfec: work.
as we know, we are wholly united and
:
J. L. Sinclair, G. W. Bean apd T,
We can teach the special principles of our in 1his request. We think wo have never Stevens were
re-lected.
Bro. Bean deknown anything like the concentration of
faith well enough at home.
Let us not desire that you would come with the
clined the election, and Rev, C. F. Penney,
Lords
make the Sunday school too auch a place message to this people.
This union of de- of Augusta, Me., was chosen in his place.
where particular doetrines are taught.
give i§, in our thought, the pledge of most
Officers were elicted as follows: D.
thorough co-operation. We will greet you
Waterma
n, President; 1. D. Stewart, Secwith most affectionate confidence and work
—=—THE TRANSIT OF VENUS.
Professor with you ais one man.
retary ; 1. 1D. Stewart, Tecasure
and Agent
r ;
Young, the accomplished member of the
Under such conditions as seem (0 exist, 8. Curtis; Auditor} G6. F. Mosher, Editor:
Dartmouth faculty, and who accompanied it is reason
able to expect un out-pouring of and 8. Contis, T. Stevens,’ . 'H. Latham,
one of the Transit expeditions, believes the Spirit,
B. F. Hayes, and E. N. Fernald, Executive
that ‘its adtual fesults have hafdly come up in the plain should these earnest men feelit Comrzittee,
line of dutyto accept. There is
to the anticipitions, *

Vincentian.

control

sound

lesson

strictly sectarian and denominational training in the Sunday schools. We should regret to know that suchan objection carried

They say the primary educational system is more than ever distrusted by
them, and deelare

promising career beforeit,
along,

The

publishes a series of resolutions

00 other reasons, it is probable that no
change on the presiding eldership question
will be effected by the next General Conference, but that such a change is in the near

portion of it, should

guard with the greatest care.

| to the churches.

Conference to make just this change.

tically free from debt, has a large constituency, a good record behind it and
a

injunctions

wise, before many years pass over.”
This
illustrates an objectiop
to the uniform lesson sheets that is ro
expressed in
certain quarters nowadays, nawely, that
they lessen doctrinal teaching, or, in other

training school for

under the care of

International

Sunday-schools,

acsemble. dat Maynooth,

England, intimates that it is the

with

:

of\good

the Catholic

opened

stitution that the denomination,

pecially the western

——THE LessoN PAPERS OBJECTED To.
A writer in Zion's Herald says. he ‘is
* greatly mistaken if we don’t have less of

's work that all his

has

unusual promise,
Nearly three hundred
students are present, and they are takin
g
hold of work, with
a will. Here is an in.

Then will

Ness,

We are glad to

learn that the fall term

we could very soon consign the whole
thing to obscurity, if not to forgetful-

have af-

ers become familiar with them, and
extend the riches of his grace.

own

a

ed as to leave the choiceof pastors

unhealthy public interest in the affair,
than any fair and truthful report of a trial
could possibly do ? If we newspapers would

the others near it. A weekly or monthly
meeting of ministers, and consultation and
prayer over the matter, wonld tend ' to
a
deeper-and wider work of grace. In many
laces where this plan has been tried here-

#Christiin enterprises that we. have om our
vhands. The spirit of benevolence ‘is what believe, thohsahds | of / bthF.0 NSS bhviod ——CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN SCHOOLS.
we great’y need to cultivate just now. ‘To. “while it was only determined, on, and-had Gail Hamilton has been siidying this quesnot been actually’ made.
By ir, millions
be vure, times are ard; ‘and oly “pérdonal

and oversight
of M#. Beecher. He announces ferred to all the more significant. Not to.
that he * shall consider ita parish parallel failure in the work of church
extension can
ance,” Brigham Young never failing to ex-. with Plymo
uth church, and that it will aim this growing demand for less episcopacy
press his well known opposition to schoo's to be a Christ
ian journal, not in the haok- and more de
be attributed, surely.
aud education. Prof. P. suggests that the veyed seuse
of defending a certain routine Not only does the demand for election by
patriarch’s death, which can not be far off, of doctrine
or serving a particular sect, bat the conferences, instead of appointment by
may possibly solve the question of the fu- in lendi
ng its influence to those traths the Bishop, grow more persistent, but
ture of polygamy.
He finds that Utah
which are held in common by all the great ‘few laymen begin to inquire whethe not a
r the
Juries are packed with Mormons, so that sects of Christendo
m and, especially, hy its timé is not at band for the discipline to be so
Justice, if it is going to harm them, is out tempe
r and Christian spirit.”
amend

be decent enough to keep reports of the
case out of their columns.” Do not these
journals see that references like this do
more to excite cariosity and keep up an

Catholie clergy in Spain, and that nowina-

death of the. cross,’ that.

re-

‘others? If, for instance, Bates college was

strengthening of the church. ‘An exéellent
way to promote the work would be for the
pastors in a given community to meet and
consult as to the best plans and methods.

be- {/Fatb
ers.

that we through his poverty might be rich.”
“The Word was made flesh, and dwelt
among us.” He took on him our natur€
endured poverty and reproach, and at last

Do we noi see how each of

these burdened indeiesis weighs.

thus

was renewed from time to time.
And in
the fullness of time, ‘* The Father sent the
Son to be the Saviour of the world.”
He
who “was rich, for our sakes became poor,

an educational institution thatis funded as

sponsible for.

and

But God has wet this state of things by
providing a way of salvation for men.
He
has promised a deliverer,and thus held hope
before those who were otherwise in a hopeless condition. This promise of a deliverer

finding a rich expression among us.
And
we greatly need its exercise. We haven't
4 mission enterprise, home or foreign, but
needs the help of money almost as much as
dit needs the help of the Spirit. We haven't

condition, and not theirs, that

of judgment and

ment.

:
of

it ought to be. We have a great many
churches that are wrestling with debts and
in great dangerof succumbing to them.
" We are perhaps no worse off .in this respect, comparatively speaking, than ‘the
other denominations.
But it is our own

evil,

live under the frown of his Creator,
must,at the same time, bave before him

Infinite,
joys to

manner

tians are seeking a revival of religion, and
the

a

is set upon ignor-

follow the latest particulars and ramors
about the affair, and in addition something
like this: * Lei us hope that the press will

state over the education of the country has
ing satisfaction to the broker law, or of
been enlarged to an extent perilous to libevading the penalty which he bas incurred. erty. They
say that ira few years the
Hence, while he remains in sin he must

every memoer of it and quicken them to
that life of faith and service without which
there can be no clear vision of the
nor any full possession of the

Heis a will-

comes guilty before God, and exposed to
condemnation. Aud God has threatened to
punish sin,and man has no means of render-

serve

church

as a sinuer.

ful transgressor against a holy, righteous
and just ruler. Having the power to do

best churchmemwe shall have ac-

Thus we would have this paper speak each
week 1 fathers and mothers and urge

29-1875.

religious fanatiojsm and iytoleragos,» HE

finds that ** a premium

loose upon the coun try again.”

——

and goodwill to men.
work is pressing on all hands, i tofore, marked and
Meanwhile
blessed results
The world needs everyone of us,and all of tended it. * It is’God

to Christian livicg, to keep first of all their
personal honor clean, to fellowship all

advantage in the work beforeus.

us

ly an exchange comes to our table but is
[frequently saying something
like this:
‘. The Brooklyn scandal threatens to be let

+= = MINISTERIAL CONSULTATIONS. « Chris-

like to

whom be accepts. Let each family, espe- “us pledge ourselves to God, help each other
cially the younger portion of it, be trained by prayer and counsel, press always

the best citizens and the
bers are to be trained,

:

us, by the washing of regeneration, and ra- of the question. He adds
that * we quarngwing of the Holy Ghost.” .
:
"rel with no man’s religion, however much
This work of God in salvation jsa won- the Mormon
theology may disgust us; but

the editorial

would

We haven't

principles,—of

tian

wherever it appears.
Let us remember
‘that not wholly to us has God given his
heritage, but that we are to share it with all

life, and

have

he saved

Current - Topics.

the

it.
Nevertheless
we extend a cordial
greeting to all our readers, and bespeak
their help and forbearance while we try to
make this paper an exponent of true Chris-

uf srecognize truth

appreciate that the homw,

we

buf according to his mercy

as we can.

help the denomination accomplish. We may
be excused from eutering into the formali-

itoa sentimental condolence of that suffering and want, but to robust service for
their relief.
Let Christian charity sway

nurture the best Christish

by works of righteousness which
done,

fair and intelligent verdict that we trust
will be rendered concerning them.
Again, we are Baptists.
We have a

than we meant to have

want wherever it may appear,
whether of
_ @ temporal or spiritual nature,—not indeed

Let

to

so that all who are saved, should say, ‘Not

attention,that we may add our veice to the’

Christian
fellowship
to all who hold
with us these liberal views. It isthe Master’s glory that we seek.
Let us be coworkers with all his children in promoting
it.
We have thus outlined, at greater length

tists have not their shoulder to the wheel?

each judgment.

other matters, since they concérn the public good and have more or less of moral
properties about them, merit our candid

date Td

great wark to do in_ belping to promote drous one. It brings glory to himself, it whenit enslaves the body,
as weli as (he
Baptist principles.
Bit while holding to ‘brings good'to men.
Who shall estimate mind, and when it defies the las of
the
Baptist principles, let us not fail to exalt its value? Who can comprehend its breadth, United
States, it is time that thé temporal
and exemplify the principles which bave and length, and depth, and hight? We may power of the church
should be checked by
always distinguishedus.
Itis these that well feel sad that any will perish.
Bat we every lawful means.” That remark has
make us Freewill Baptists, and these we
know that in every such ease,it is the result been made so often
that we fear itis losshould always aphold 80 longas liberty of of personal and persistent folly
and neg- ing its force,
:
conscience is ‘denied to man.
Let us be thankful if we are saved,
Thus lect.
we would extend a cordial .grasp and and let us seck to lead to salvation as miny ~—VIOLATING THEIR
OWN RuLes, Hard-

A

———

thus copstgains; them

ties which have. been already named, viz.,
the Bible, preaching, and private effort,and
by these and other means, men are regenerated and created anew in Christ Jesus,

Sabbath observance; —these and a host of
G. F, MOSHER,

and

Nc

EEPTEMBER

> i
be iy ! Fob nis
purpose he uses the various: instramentali-

recognition ; the questions that are asking
themselves out of the mouth of events ‘in
the South; the spirit and ‘method of true
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Exposition

G. Abbott
& Co.

of every
discharge
Monday,
Oct. 4, at 10, A. Mu
* question 11s be will
Shots the Howse 459 lot. pr
CAE
:
ih
ace sndusiyy and Wabiime. fide. | J. B. Drew is doing
is 4 The
othodsLae | the collection
on the
Sabbath,
some twenty-five
a good work, and the
Christian of large charity and | prospects are more hopeful for the future. for dnqatiowia
TG
"|
dollars of this was paid, and it ishoped that the
NOTICE.
§
ng
meetings.”
©
"|
brethren
willgenerous
immediately
take means to; meetbl | ; There
will beat 4themeeting
ofofthe theF'. Pine
B. Woman's
Midl
ok
the
Dy's
offers
ety,
vestry
street
FB.
The church are carrying a debt on their
:
s ge
.
church, Manchester,
N.
‘H., Wednesday, Oct. 13, at
Also the following:
5 A M., for the
purpose
of electing effihouse that makes it a burden for them. If | Rev. A. L, Hougnrow, of Lawrence, Mass,
Next session with the Montcalm church, com. | nine.
Resolved, That this Board feels most |
© transaction
mencing on Friday evening before the 1st Sab- ce
the
churches
in
this
State
would
help
them
whose
severe
illness
was
recently
mentioned
in
shall
come
before
the
meet)
rad
WEREY
Vustuces tht
of Rev. L. B. Tasker, who,
deeply the loss
bath in Jan. next.
’
J.
+ LOWELL, Cor, Sec.
is now recovering, and it is hoped will
for many Jours: has been one of its ‘most complete their house and pay their indebt- the Star,
;
Dansville,
N.
H,,8ept.
7,
1875.
H. 1 SyarH, Clerk. !
and
members, and whose edness, it would be a great blessing not be able to resume the duties of his pastorateat |
rn
: pure and noble
Jife we had fondly ho
:
only to the church in the city of Jackson, an early day.
- wouldbe long-continued ; Whe, oy he ge but to the denomination. Why,.not help
Arngns (0.) Q. M.—Held
itsTheAugust
session | *
Notice, 5 i;
with the Hun
chur¢h.
interest was | The members of the Freewill, Baptist Fore
been called toa h
_ service, we love to
of
|
Mission
ely,
are
notified to
t in the Pine
this
church
into
life
and
s0
fnake
it
a
blessthink: his devoted ‘and successful minise were favored with. the
F'. Baptist church in Manchester, N. H., on
desirable
v.T.. E. Peden,ofthe Jackson Q. M.,and Rev, Street
Wednesday, ou. 13, at7, P.M. To choose officers
try, which
has left an unusual number to ing to others?
A, H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec. ‘| partly to commend that country as a
place to emigrate to, and partly to report the | W. J. Fulton, of the Meigs Q. M., also with the for the ensuing year, to hear and act upon the
deplore
the great less of his absence from
ir

1. D. Srewar®, Seorefary.

results of Christian work there,

Ohio and Penn. Y. M.

»

Gh

RC ——]

The Editor
of the Star.

;

subject, he says :

“The Forty-second session was held

‘Since the deathof our dear Bio. Day,Editor of the Morning Star, there has been no
little anxiety felt
as to who should succeed
him. It was nut strange that it should be
80. He was so'widely and favorably known,
as an able minister and lecturer, avd above
all a trué and earnest Christian editor, that
the denomination felt that they could safely

B. Lash, from the Central ‘Ohio Y. M., con-

have been added to our numbew recently

tributed largely to the interest of the Meeting. The devotional meetings were excel-

brighter for the future.

commit their interests to his fostering care.
The Corporators of the Printing Establish-

lent, constituting the main feature of the
session. Sermons were preached by Revs,
Peden, Dunn, Drake, Ball and Patch. - Rev.

the climate here is very favorable to such, I
know of two individuals who came here from
the north with diseased lungs who are now en.

dence, for they

had

following

to practice Sabbath observance and preach

by conference ;

it from the pulpit; on State of the Country,

Resolved, That in his election as editor-in

chief we do not present him to the readers
of the Star as a stranger, but as one whose
writings they bave long read, and in whose
judicious management, they, as well as we,
may have full confidence.
:

izations, against the
the dange
social bal

of Board
$ ofPres.
Corporators.

section

and

other professions; on Sabbath schools,

claring it the duty of our churches

de-

to sus-

tain more efficiently the Sunday school work
especially in the winter, commending the
International series of lessons and recommending the appointment of an agent by
each Q. M. for the development of the Sunday school work ; on State of the Denomination, favoring a stronger denominational
attachment, emphasizing the importance of

the

in North

Carolina, who were greatly pleased with
our visit,it being the first personal acquaintance with one from the North of the same
faith. We met them in their meetings and

aggressiveness in our work by the occupa-

tion of new fields, and recommending a (ax:

at their homes, and found them a kind, hos-

pitable, devoted Christian people. They upon all our resident. members of twenty
are poor, not haying recovered from the: cents per annum, fifteen cents of which
terrible suffering

of the war,

which

shall remain in the Q. M.

was

and

treasuries,

five cents be paid into the Y. M. Treasury,
to meet incidental expenses; ov, Foreign

much more: severe from their being Uaion
men: Their advantages for education are
very poor. They have no housesof public

Missions, acknowledging the dutyof doing
what we can, and recommending a 'ecollec-

worship. and pay their ministers
ou sataries,

They are earnest and spiritual In their Wor-

tion for that purpose; on

ship, the Bibleis their creed and the Holy
Spirit their source of joy, There are but, a

approving

Home

Mission,

the ‘Yecommeondation

of Gen,

recognizing
the. importance of the ‘work,

fail,
| bat the state of our
not warrant the expense.
15 spending afew weeks
the brethren, on his, way to

its pastorate, and believe him also a valuable ac-

Wil-

in. bamble

That we bow

submission (0, this despensation of the Master's grace, while from it we reverently hear

It. is

not oply suitable for a school but for public
worship, which they need very much: We
do not suppose tliat the building or school

cession to the ministry-of the

Hillsdale College, will take charge of the
school, assisted by sueh teachers as may be
necessary. We ask our brethren in the

1"
to: Bro. Wilder's
héarty sympathies,
the widow and or-

*

ness of this grief-laden hour.
Collections were taken durihg the

meet-

above all the presence of the Holy Spirit,
made our meeting one not soon to: be for
gotten,
Next session with

miles,

gregation of three or four hundred, and re-

turned to Camp Creek in the evening. Some
ten persons have found the Saviour to be
precious, and the meetings are 'to be con-

Bunox, N. Y.
work

others

here.

are

Some

‘tend an Association about thirty miles from

stand

his

reviving

The

Lord

have

found the Saviour, and

seeking

wide,

penitent

with

him

Pray for us that the work

tinued. —Yesterday the people graded the
{College grounds.~To-morrow we go to at-

is

heart.

spread far and

may

J. J. ArreN.

Asa people, we have
Bioperorp Cures.
Sept, 19, in the
occasion for, devout gratitude.
presence of a multitude, , four recent converts,

iing the Jabot ‘very well, and trust that I am! strong in the faith, were baptized and added to
doing some good,"
the church, making an accession of 96 in the

The church in St. Johnsbury, Vt.;, was
—organized in 1869, with 17 members, and

united
g the
has increased to 132,82 havin

past year.

It has been; aided by the H.

M.

‘in the past, and to succeed must have belp
in the fature, "The church hus suffered

for

the want of a suitable place to worship, and
the members

~~

are now engaged

in erecling

a neat and/commodious house, on Main
Street. THe brethren are assuming
a heavy
belpis greatly needed. Con-

last eighteen months.

At present

enjoys gratifying prosperity under the

labors

T'wo weré

}

baptized and added to the: church ‘on the first

Chri-t church,

results.

Mich

esfon,

the religious

interest is brightening, and with God's help, we
hope to gather into the church scores of the now
N. L.Rowzst.
impenitent.

Rutowe Isuanp Lrevs. | Rev. C. 4 Bickford,

of Portland, recently of the Bates Theologica)
school, has received and accepted. a call to be-

come pastor of the Greenwich St. church, Provis
dence. This is dn interesting dela, and may the
iliighest success be attained,

Bluff; 80 miles

north

of

Sarap

The grounds contain A

\

OgpivArioN.

Bro, Geo. Bullock of the Lynn

(Mich) church, was by a council of the Oxford

Q. M., publicly set-apart to the work of the
‘gospel ministry at, Lynn, Sept, 12,in the follows
ing order: 1, ‘Sermon by Rev, C. B, Mills, from
Col. 4:17 ; 2. Conscerating prayer, Rev. E.J.
Doyle ;, 3, Charge, Rev. M, Doyle ; 4. Hand of
Fellowship, Rev. C. B. Mills; 5. Address to

church, Rev. Mr. Short (Methodist); 8. Bene3
~,
dietion by the candidate.
B.J. Dove, for Council.

seemed to

delegates

the altar,
ing in our

Some

of the churches

of the

the

on the Sabhing
Grand River Q. M. ' The preacdemonstr
ation
bath was with power and in. the

of the Spirit. At the close of the forenoon
meeting the brethren and sisters gathered around

the table of their Master to celebrate his death
and sufferirigs, after which we repaired to the
water to see two happy converts baptized. Dr,

Mm,

on.
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ery whereby Du, H James cured hisonly child with
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M. Farber, both of F.
At:ithe residenee of the bride’s father, in Cherry
Valley, 11l., by Rev, H. E. Cross, Mr. Franklin P.
Foraaith, of Guilford, Til.,and Miss Frances Hovey,
of Cherry Valley.
In Strongville, at his Tesidency. Sept. 8, Mr. B.B.
Rogers and Miss Aurelia S. Stow,
of Brunswick, 0.

the

send this book and the Morning Star, for one. year,
be aosthy the revival spirit,and their “both postpaid, to any person not indebted to us, on
off
from
were with us like live coals
the receipt of $4.60. Instead of thé Dictionary, we
and their kindling influence was cheer. will gend the “Life and Epistles of Bi. Paul,” a
Mes. book of the same size and ‘price.
midst. Bro. McClain was Cor,

from the Osceola Q, M. and Bro. Jones

N _H, pledged

x
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|:

of I. .:Sept. 23, Mr, James E. Davis and Misa Liney

“There is always room at the top.” CLARKE’S
NEW METHOD FOR THE PIANO FORTE; is the leadng book for teacher and student; such is the opin:
|, on of the thousands of eminent teachers who have

adopted the work.

on

200
1.08

In Farmington, Sept,4 by Rey,” D. H. Adams,
Mr. Joseph ‘H. Dontleya fd diss Fannie Rines,both

isto be held in Furwell Hall, Chicago, beginning
on Thursday, October bth.

vert

Tie MorToars Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Howard city church, Sept. 4, 6: ‘Lhe
churches in the Q. M, were reported by
several

delegates,
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Franklin, Ind., has been
boring with the N. Kingston church, Ill," has
It is
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removed to Kirksville, Mo,, his former home.
have already
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300
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of D.
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Rev's C. B. Mills, M: Doyle, J. Free and E, J.
Doyle.

musie that will live.
Simple and Powerful.
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Q M,
FER Prescott,
13.22
AM,
N H,
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10:00
Wheeleck Q M, Vt. per 8 S Nickerson,
7.00
Rev N Brooks, Manehester, N Hr
©
5
Mary Collier. 8 Walpole, Mass. for freedmen.
5.00
Gre¢nwich St'ch; Providence; R I, per HW. Good-

in
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Episcopal)

L

Mission.
:

Cure.

e
t
e
f
Bon) oe
+'vivals
in

EE

good

with

The preaching on the occasion

(Reformed

N Huntington—J

! Jabez
Robinson.
1, Gardiner,Ma,
Thomas i eMullen, abattus, Me,
- *
R 8 James, Detroit, Mich. (2)

M,
Martha F Dyess Lt

Humor

BEST GOSPEL SONGS.

* M Ulmer, 8 vontville, Me,
,** EC Shattuck, Washington, Me,
iL Charles Halley\S x
sor, Me,
§
eadw
urel Gap,
Teun,

Miss IL A'Demeéritt, Dover,

with inour art,
sept2)

“THE [TEE SONG BOOK

Clerk.

By MAIL.

las resigned to accept the rectorship of the
church of the Redeemer at Baltimore.

A Puree day's meeting,—Sept./ 10—12,—w as
church,

3

|.

Rev
J Tucker, Lincoln, Vt.

B.A.-GURNETY, ‘Clerk.

General,

and

lias

Hoine

for)sale

I WARRANT
ONE
BOTTLE a
perfect
cure in all the worst forms of PILES, also two to five in
LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RHEUMATISM, SALT RHEUM,
CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all diseases of the
SKIN, and the greatest BLoOD PURIFIER ever dis
covered. Entirely
vegetable. Sendto me and take
back your money in
cases of failure. None for
16 years. H. D. FOWLE, Chemist, Boston. Sold
everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send for Circulars.

Forwarded.

!

HASTINGS,
MASS,

FOWLE’S

Pile

St.

.

&

An assortment of Second-hand Organs,
very low. Water Moters applied.
Descriptive Circulars and Specifi~ations,
formation on all subjects connected with
cheerfully furnished

Received.

H Hubbard—T

; »00ks

Rev. W. M." Pastlethwaite, associte rector of

Sabbath of the month;
held with thié Lynn

1"

the Park

HOOK

els, Halls and Parlors.

well-J DD Smith-8 A Stow—H
Small-C 6G Swan—L
Thompson- O Travis—H Taylor<-M F Van Pelt—X Vau
Buren- 0 Whitney—B A Burrett,
¢

"RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

‘We learn that the ‘church at’ Ohio Grove, Ill

with

E. M. Corry,

G.

PIPE ORGANS, of all sizes, for Shin

the

Cor. Sec.

Rinear—8 8 Stone —J Shepard -W H Smith—MP

is

|

estimable and’ helpful: wife.

tion,

T. H.P.

i

and of bis ‘most

the 19th, at which time Rev. Jno. MalSunday,
vern, of Chicago, preached to a large congrega-

is still good. Several have been recently baptized and eight mew cases of interest have lately appeared.

counsels and labors of Bro. M.

}

G.

BOSTON,

Hammett—A G Bill—-HF Irons—AK James—E D Millett
—E Manson —M MceComb—d C Osgood
-1 D Phillips—JD
Parsous—J W Parker—J
H' Phelps—H
inhy-d W

the Morning Star, arid believe that it is the right

entife chiirch and congregation in losing the

mer home at Lansing, Mich; baptized four

The religious interest at West Topsham, V.,

ily with the peaple in the North, There
was no disorder nor rowdyism during the,
day. On the Sabbath I preached to a con-

Iam

Quar-

Ministers and_Churches.

from

‘800 to a 1000 present.’ They were a fine
looking people and would compare favora-

here, traveling on horse back.

Ashtabula

0. D. Parc, Clerk.

terly Meeting.

Camp Creek until Saturday, when Bro.
Woolsey and myself started for a 8. S. picten

‘the

:
leaving so many warm hearts in hisya chosen field
can only be equaled by the deep sorrow of the

8-10,

Letters

Mrs H P Hosley—G

and Little Star, the Evangelist and. the, Missionand,
we. pledge a our most
earnest
aty Reporter,
i
hil
hold
\
os

in some less difficult, our congregationsand Supday schools,

of Rev. E. M. Baxter, | the pastor.’

Our cordial welcome, by the citizens of
Troy, the promptness of the Committee of
arrangements, the efforts of the Pastor, and

cess. Tt isas good as they have in this
country. 1 continued the meetinds
at

* nic,. some

able to engage in work

held*with

~M Atwood—E Bartlett—J D Bradbury—E Bunker-(CO
Carpenter—O B Cheyey Nt M Carpenter—¥ Chase -D
Coulan=§ Curtis—G L P Corliss—J B Davis—L Decker
—~EE Dayis-P W Douglass—P C Fickett—T D Farrar—
C A Gray—N M Given—Mrs O A Hussey—L Hutehins—

we will earnestly strive to “follow him’ in

it last Sabbath, and on Monday and Tuesday
evenings. I think the school will be a suc-

were

*

‘on ‘publica:

dissemination

0]

be

OAKLAND Q. M. will be, held

ready derived’
fro our denominational publications, especially: the: Morning Star, ithe . Mywtle
endeavors for their’ farther

will

KE. W. PAGE,

church, Detroit, Oct

hada

resolutions

M.

+ &
.

CORINTH Q.
M. will be héld with the East Or.
ange church, Oct. 15=17.
The churches that have
not paid their tax in full, will please do so at this
session.
C. D. BURGIN, Clerk.

thing, and the sight: man-in the ¥ight place:
Next session of the Q.M. with. Liberty church,
Dec. 10. . Opening sermon by Rev. M, G: Pett.

I preached in

There

following

Q.

o'clock, A. M.

** Beye also ready.”
the admonition,
2. ‘That the lessons of Bro, Wilder's life,

North to give this school their sympathy ing amounting to $8.00 for “Foreign Misand prayers, believingit to be one of the sions, $20.17 for Home Migsiong and $30
best openings ever offered to us for doing a for the Cleveland Mission.

80 by 40 feet, for meetings.

Also the

!

the advice of his physitiany has felt compelled tof
resign his pastorate of the Chicago; church, - The
recuperation sought in his long vacation has pars;
tially been realized, but though expecting, to be

phanimay be their portion through the dark-

Bro. Manning
good and great work.
writes :—** The College building is progressing finely and will’ be completed in
another week. There is a good room in it,

city.’!

:

E

The Annual meeting of the
F. B. Sunday school
Union will be held at the Pine St.cburch, Manchester, N. H,., on Thursday, Oct.
14, 1875, at 9

2. That we realize more and more, the ‘advan.’
field, he feels the labors requisite in Chicago beHis. regrets.
yond his strength at present.
regrets. in | tages derived fromthe Western Department of

that he followed Christ,
8. ‘That we’ éxtend
stricken family ohr most
praying that the God of

of

er forsake them.

4w39.

Mount Vernon church, Lowell, Mass., commencing

:
Tia friends of our cause generally will be | tions:
Resalved, 1. That this Q, M,, express most.
sorry 10 leatn that Rev, J! Malvern acting under! cheerfully its acknowledgment of 4 the nefits al-

in his consecration and’ honest Christian
manliness, shall not be forgotten by us, but

will compare with colleges in the North,
but, we mist femember
that it is their first
Rev,L.D. Boynton, a graduate

A. G.'

and on: the death of Rev.

‘this matter,

Society.

Oct. 6, at 9, A. M., and continue through the following day. Wednesday evening will
devoted to
the Sunday school interest; and Rev. A.J. Kirkland of Lynn, is chairman of committeeto make arrangements. A full attendance is desired. Those
coming over the Boston & Lowell R.R. or any of its
branches will leave the cars at the northern depot.
Those churches who have not puid their Q. M. tax
will please bring it in at this session,
D. R. WALLACR, Clrk.

of souls,

thy and aid to the mission ebureh: in: Cleve-

differ from themin

1.50 a year, including
splendid
25
90premium,
Years lig EE
C.
, 10 Wm, F. J
S, Publisher, 42 Broad St., New
York, and get it weekly till Jan, 1, 1876, postage free.

3

MASSACHUSETTS

:

9. That we tetider‘'to Bro. Bonar's sorrowstricken family the deepest sympathies and dur
most earnest prayers, knowing that the Father
of the fatherless and the widow’s God will ney-

who

Mission

CHEAVEST and BEsT
Outlook . TheWeekly
Baptist Paper.

The

The annual meeting of the Home Mission Societ
will be held at the Pie street church, in Tr
ter, N. H., Thursday evening, Oct. 14, at 7 o’clock,
Per order of Com.,
IL. 1». STEWART, Chairman.

and believe that the occasion will result in an

grace of God, and his

to noti-

PER ORDER.

Home

the imporlanceof oceapying the cities as
well as rural districts, and pledging sympa-

Resolved, 1.

succeeded jn completing a good brick edi-

effort.

meeting,

but

der, as follows:
.
Whereas, The great Shepherd has, ia his
mist of the law~
wisdom, removed from the
er fold to the brightness of the upper, our
beloved Brother, A. G. Wilder, therefore,

the year they have

fice with only a small debt upon it.

deléga-

44

BOSTON.
6w39.

fy REv. H. F.Wo0o0D.pastor of the church,that. homes
may be assigned them before their arrival at the

ept. 17—
Sesec Q. M.—Held its last sessio
19, with the Bradford church, The heavy rain on
Friday prevented most of the delegates from
and his ardent love for Christ, the Saviour.
reaching the place, yet we trust the session wasa
;
E. 8. Syaru, Clerk.
rofitable one. Exeter Q. M. was represented by
v, O. Pitts, and Springfield Q. M. by Bro.
|"
Scribner, Rev. H. Graves and othe® whose words
WESTERN.
Tae Detroit, MicH., Crurcr. We are glad | of cheer were appreciated. Bermons were preached by Rev’s Palmer, Pitts, Banks, Graves, Whitto report a revival interest in this church, which comb, G. W. Bean, of Lewiston, and O. W,
seems to be prospering well under the careof Bridges,
:
"Next sesfon with the Atkinson
church .comRev. Dr. R. 8. James, professor in the Theological department of Hillsdale College.
Three mencing Friday, at 10 o’clock, before the third
Saturday and Sunday in Dec.
more persons were added by baptism a few
B.S. Gerry, Clerk.
Sabbaths since, and the Holy Spirit is still hovering over the church. As an instance of ChrisWaLNur Creek Q.M.—Held its Sept. session
A good
tian courtesy, we quote this reference to the with Mineral church, Sept, 10—12.
church from the Herald and Torchlight, an or- spirit was manifest in the meeting, and all the
exercises were interesting and profitagan of the close communion Baptists: * For devotional
ble. The business. was conducted with great
their worship, the church has purchased,
ata
Resolutions were adopted recomunanimity.
cost of $8,600, what was the Park St. Baptist mending the holding of meetings of three days
chapel, at the corner of Park and Duffield Sts., during the coming quarter, and also recom
mending that steps be taken to procure an evanwhere they hold regular service each Sabba
gelist to Jabor within the Q. M., the coming
morning and evening. The city affords an am- winter, The following resolutions on the death
ple field for sthis new society, and ‘will doubtless
of Rev, Wm; Bonar were adopted :
Whereas, God in his all. wise providence, has
yield liberal harvests for faithful Christian labor |
well and scripturallydone.
Last Sabbath the seen fit to remove from, our midst our dear beloved’ brother, Rev.’ Wm. Bonar,
pastor. improved his morning's service by an exResolved, 1. That as a Q.. M. we humbly bow
of the Free to God's behest, and. submissively, kiss the chasH
| position of the belief and, practice
(Communion) Baptists in respect to the Lord’s | tening rod, knowing that he ‘doeth all things
Supper. The discourse was entirely free from well ; and while we feel most keenly the great
we have sustained: still we most de
invectives, inuendos ot unchristian ‘thrusts at loss which
those

& 76, 78 & 82 Friend St,

Anniversaries.

while firm, was characteristically: fraternal courteous and Christian.’
Welrégard thé ‘church as
remarkably ' fortunate in securing: Dr; James to

land4

Alabama, which will result in a great blessing to the eause. Last fall we assisted in
laying the corner stone” of their College

building, ‘ahd duting

the

41 Washington St.,
(Near Hanover St.,)

voutly thank God forthe gift of so good and yseful a life as the one which we now deplore,

few colored people among them,as they are: Conf. for the payment of 35 per cent.: from
local societies to the Parent Society, urging

not asbamed. to work .themselyes,. We
hoped to be able: to visit, them again this
fall, and the brethrén have entreated us to

come without
Treasury will
* Bro, Munring
laboring with

work, and rich in

~~.
= & Window Shad:
WAREROOMS,

There will be a meeting of the execitive commits
tee of the Freewill Baptist Home Mission Society, in
Manchegter, at the Pine street chureh, Oct. 13, at 8,

&ec.

*

& CO,

Carpet, Paper Hanging

PER ORDER.

Notice.

church,

The

manly minister, brother and friend, true to his

to emulate his labors for the salvation

for the Ministry is as necessary as for any

among

;

eep sym
of sorrow to our
ister increase of religiousinterest in that place. ColStarr ; and a t we» rejoice in the assurance that | lection, $59.93.
-our great loss
is Bro, Starr's infinite
gain,
He
Next session to be held with the church in
has always shared the fullest uid eed’ and East Corinth, commencing Dec. 10.
warmest love of his brethren, He was a zealous,
V. D. SWEETLAND, Cler

help

that culture of mind and fervent piety should
be united, and that professional education

One year ago we visited East Tennessee
for the purpose of making the acquaintance
of brethren of the same name and faith as
the Freewill Baptists in the North. We
4 found a body of Christians numbering more
mountains in that

to

our country rest, that Christianity has much
to fear from the prevalence of ignorance,

5

scattered

duty of the church

:

G. ABBOTT

N. H., on Wednesday, Oct, 13, 1875,a12 o'clock, P. M.

this cause on which the free institutions of: earnest life and triumphant death shall incite us

——

two thousand

of

pointing t

Home Mission Chit-Chat.

than

ation from the growing
d¥noking; on Education,

$1.50.

ety will be held at the Pine St. church, Manchester,

tion was not full, yet the churches were well
represented. The social meetings were all interesting. In the Sunday morning prayer meeting
there were seventy warm exhortations for Jesus.
Preaching was fervent and earnest, and we trust

a

upon

Best White Holland ditto, with fixtures complete,

The annual meetiog of the F. B. Education Soci-

Q! M.—Held its last session with the

church in Garland, Sept. 10—13.

PR

———

Examine Goods and Prices before you buy,

Pine St. Church, Manchester, are requested

-

market

A good painted shade, BO cents:
A Handsome Gilt Band Shade, with fixtures complete, only 80 Cts.
ov

Persons expecting to attend the Anniversaries at

} Exerer

below

WINDOW SHADES!

2. To see what can be done to set the institution

The next session with the Redfield church
commencing Dec. 81.’
* AE. Wiusox, Clerk.

Whereas the Master has called home to heav-

our common school system, and pointing to

We are confident of the sympathy and consideration of dur readers in being thus “ voted ”

Wh

encroachments

convenient

cents per Roll.

Rev. H.W ,McKee is doing a good work in Phe. A. M., to make appropriations and transact any othnix,Sunday evening of the Q. M. was devoted to-{®r business necessary to be done.
A. H. CHASE
.
N
achildren’s meeting,
Hillsdale, Mich, Sept. 13, ;875.
? Coe

adopted

:

and

for much

A splendid assortment at very low figures, among
which are a lot just received of 15,000 Rolls at 6

"Notice.

The
their

with basement, lecture-room, officers’ room,

against the dangerous and demoralizing in- en one of his faithful servants, our beloved
fluence of combinations for mutual aid be- brother, Rev. Lovell B. Starr, therefore,
Resolved, That we feel deeply the loss to the
tween political parties and religious organ -.

AJ

an introduction to them.—Ep,

were unanimously

makinga large

CARPET

PAPERHANGINGS!

on a firm basie.
L. SARGENT, Pres,
WWatorbury Center, Vt., Sept. 2, 1875.

The North Scriba church is building a fine house

Q..M., the following resolutions on the death of

out Bro. Starr, who was buried on the day the

tor for six years, and has had the exclusive
pi
of the paper for the last nine months,

house,

Genesee (N.Y.)

session commenced,

session with

Loomis, the pastor, is greatly encouraged,
church at Gilbert's Mills are repairing

Rev. L.B. Starr.

recreation, and recommending to ministers

Whereas, G. F. Mosher has been in the

D. WATERMAN,

Our prospect looks

At the Aug..session of the

Q. M.—Held
its last

SELLING
Ots. per yard,
for 6@ Cts, per yard.
for $1.00 per yard,

rates.
i
;
OIL CLOTHS, all widths, low prices.

The corporators of the Green Mountain Semina.
oy are hereby notified that there will be . a meeting
of the said torpo
rs in the Seminary building on
Thursday, Oct. 7.at 1 0’clock.P. M., to act on the fol
lowing busthese:
al
. To see if they will engage some one or more to
colleen funds to pay the indebtedness of the corpo.

the Phenix church, Sept. 3—5 Th e session was
one of deep interest,
churches
r
were well represented by letter and delegates. The reports
were encouraging. Earnest = petitions - came for
pres that salvation
ht bless our churches
souls. The church
¥ the ingathering of
at Redfield has removed to the village of Red| field and secured a house of worship. Bro. A. B.

I would especially say

using the Lord's day for secular purposes or

office of the Morning Star as assistant edi-

~ Oswrco

with

joying good health,
So invalid ministers can
do a double service by coming here ; one to
themselveg'and one to their fellow beings.”
Bro. T4ylor will answer all persons who want,
special information.

on the Sabbath, solemnly protesting against

resolution, and request its publication :

Fourteen

to any brother minister of weak or feeble lungs,

Total abstinence from all that intoxicates;”

In filling his place as Editor, the Corpo-

a

Next session with the lst ‘Alexander church
Nov. 12, 1875,
W. H, McNgar, Clerk.

church here.

prejudice to combat,

the prospect of more soon:

M. W. Spencer was appointed corresponding delegate to the next session of the Erie
Christian Conference, and Rev. I. Slater to
the next session of the Central Ohio Y. M.
Resolutions were passed on Temperance,
asserting that, ** Our declaration of principles is embodied in these emphatic words:

judgment, a discriminating mind, a wise
counselor, a Christian of large charity, who,
while he unflinchingly maintained the right,
felt pity and kindness for all who went
astray.
.
the

I had much

Peden, from the Ohio River Y, M., and J.

found in him a sound

rators unanimously passed

found one feeble Freewill Baptist

Mich., G. H. Ball, from New York, T. E.

ment fully sympathized -with this confi-

to engage in the work of supplying the destitute
churches.
<i

tist churches here. I came here in April, 1874,
under
the auspices of the H. M. Society, I

3d. Rev. R. Clark wadedlled to preside.
The presence of Reys.. R. Dunn, from

Licentiates

rence passed a resolution

+t T think there: isa good prospect, by the

with

ce. Con-

i reached the Word with great

ar

TAPESTRY

report
of the executive committee, and to
sact
any other business that may legally come
' before
the meeting.
. 8. PERKINS, Cor. Sec,
Portland, Me., Sept. 15, 1875.
3tu8

who

the. latter | Presence of Prof. R. Dunn, of ‘Hillsdale,

mencing Sept. grace of ‘God, of building up Freewill Bap-

the church in Troy, O.

ht
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1 Institute
irg, Pa., opens Oct. 7,
Providénce dnd vielnity
Gontinue to b
8.
Rev. 0. RK
Nov. 6, Address A.J. Nellis, Pres. T. I. I.
building
when it shall
be
‘his
ber
sions
of
interest
and
p
r
o
f
i
t
.
-A
full
a
t
e
n
d
:
remem
:
The chugeh in Jackson, Mich., is more ance is solicited
cost of the ing vi some over
el
endowments, we desire
inigllectual
at the next meeting8 to be held ‘The
dollars, and Brother
L. proposes that if the
are
8.
and
8.
on
cong:
,
the
encou
ss
fearle
,
and fifty dol- | ~~ Notices ana Appointments,
his virtues a) oltiaenas a pu
increasing Aer oad Tpttrk: Rev. in the vestry of the Roger Williams ‘churchon | church’ will pay him three hundred
duty,
pine
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ahd. e sent to a
tributions and pledges shouldb
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THE
sometimes blows,

Good fairy, can't you inake
bright for me" ~~

when their mother, hear-

ing the disturbance, would have to come in

Sunset

on the

nie was sept up stairs to undress

a

bed the rest of the day,

Over the scarred old mountains—
Grand with their peaks sublime,
That stand like dauntless warders

"Watching the fields of Time—

[ hit it with hev foot and knock it down ; the
poor little fellows would ery, and be sadly

The chorded rhythm of color
Tenderly melts away.

disappointed, and Minnje would be punish.

. We stand in a kingly presence’,
And comes to our souls the sound

Of old to the prophe.

=

en—

“de! this is holy ground.”
' The lofty hills are temples

ed; sometimes she would receive a severe

2

ji

whipping, but nothing

her.

.

low,

pienic that day, and bad not invited hak:
her

Are bathed in an amber glow,

mother had reproved her for some

Far over the blushing orchards
And the ranks of the standing corn,

Tremulous pulses of opal
‘On the lucent air are Horne,

So she went into the garden feeling out
of sorts with herself and every body else;
and I'think she did truly wish some, fairy

In the flow of the brooklet mirrored,
The feathery clematis
Leans low to the drooping grasses,

would come and give her a charm

With the thought of a phiintom kiss.
Mists of the shadowy aster
Float over the highway side,
And the golden rod enfolds them
As the bridegroom folds the bride,

| people love her.

| “ Minnie, I have gome;

| you?”

-

|

In mingled splendor lie—
¢ flames in the sinking sun,
And the homely bloom of the yarrow,
~.
Whier when day is done.
\
A

| for you 7
Minnie said,

Up tothe sea of glass
and hoary and lone,

Itbreaks with a trpuquil musie,

©

day!

‘Our fetters broken at last,
‘We shall see the King in his beauty,
The time of our waiting past.
In the outer court of his palace
‘We bow, when the altars high

Of the solemn bills are blazing
In the glow of the sunset sky.
:
~—Chris. at Work.

Lay him low!
endeavor;

Lef Bim sleep inisolemn night,

er}.

Lay hind'low,
lay him low,
In the clover or the snow !

What-gares-he he can not know;
Loy him low}
hed

Foldrhim in bis:country'sstars, *

Bon

pT

Lay him low, lay him

—"
awit

low,

In the cloveror the snow!
‘What cares he? he can not know ;
Lay him low!
Leave him to God’s watchful eye;
Trust him to the hand that made him!

Mortul love weeps idly by;

God alone has powdr to aid him}
Lay him low, lay him low,

y

/

In the clover or the snow!

WL ©

I

TPES.

Che Family Circle.
oh.

dear!

rushed info the garden,
she does wish I would be

:
nobody

weeping

loves:
she

bitterly;

‘‘ Mamma

says

a better girl, and

ean getuny one else, because they

say I am so disagreeable.
“ Oh dear! I know what I do
some

good fairy”

give me a charm
body love me.

would

wish;

1

come

that would make

and

‘every-

Would not I be glad ?”

Now I suppose

before

I tell you any

more you would like to know who litle
-, Minnie is.: Well, she 1s a little girl about

"eight years old. See has a
| kindfa
ther and mother, and three I
thors
on
n
Ahan
(herself, ~apd

E
k
e
aid very di

igracablfleeto golher half
T hasha
mother to speak

“Ni

Kaow

‘really

her

omen tives
Xx

{

ve

hurl

Phas

bi 5

and tell her to do comething,

5 vee he wo
nd

Sy

aglthoaghi
$hé ofly did
obliged to, which I sup,

$i:

{o ‘turn

worse,

till

Mion®Ns beaatiful flower was quite wither-

schoolmates-don’t ask me to play with them

wish

one

me.”
Before going into the house she gathered
a pretty bouquet and cacried it in, and
going to her mamma she said :—
‘* Mamma, I have gathered some flowers
for you; would you like them ?”
And her mamma answered :—
‘¢ Thaok yoa, my little daughter. It makes
me very happy to have you bring me flowers.”
Then Minnie looked: at Amiability; that
was all right, and she felt happier than she
had for a great while.
Now 1 really think that Minnie tried
hard to keep Amiability fresh and © bright.
| But it was very difficult for her.
She had
been so in the habit of being cross and dis-

ing that she might beloved.”
Things went on from-bad to

nos try her patience so much; it makes her
very unhappy; and brother Frank often
says, ‘ Be off with you Minnie, you are always in my way; and even my Tittle
if they

no one

no

one will "love

ful white flower had commenced

me !” Thus exclaimed little Minnie, as

then she went on to say,

and

yellow and wither. Minnie felt badly, but
she would not take the trouble to be oblig-

————
A FAIRY STORY.
dear!

‘yourself,

well as I can ;” then she looked at Amiability, and found that the edges of the beauti-

Little Minnie.
“Oh!

but

obliging that she often got discouraged.
One day Frank said to her, ‘* Minnie,
please get me a glass of walter,” and she
answered, *“ No, I won’t; you can get it as

What cares he? he can not know;
Lay him low]
gv
Cas

so sorry

+

, when Fraok was busily er-

she would go up to him,
gwt ike idthein bookreading,
out of his band and throw it
on the floor jfthen she would stand and
laugh. Frank would be provoked to have

€d and faded.

One day she

C10
was in the garden,

wishing

she could get it off, when she heard a

very

pleasant voice say :—
¢ Minuie, youcan't get it: off till Faiiy
Try-to-do-right is ready to take it; but she
sent me to you, that you might look in my
mirror and see what terrible monsters you
were allowing to stay about vou.
Their

names are Anger,

Disobedience,’ Diseon-

tent, and many others.”
:
Then {Minnie said, ‘* What
is your
name?”
and the fairy answered, ‘“ My
name is Perseverance; and even now, if
you will try, you can make your little Aow-

er fresh and bright again ; but first look in
my mirror and see the monsters that surpound yout. (1A. 1 oadiLidn
db
bout
Then Minnie looked inthe’ niirror, ‘and
when she saw [those ‘wicked creatures ‘so

nearjher,che"drew back in fear and ex.
claimed, |“ O good fairy, please fo make
them gu away ; they look so ugly that Iam

afraid of them.” -

Thep

\

the fairy answeged sr

ov,

“ Tle Mie Soul ued the! os oe

that can muke them go away. If you wili
only keep Amiabiliiyjh
esh and bright they
will flee away ; for they ean not live where

that beautilul flower sheds ite”
around.”

:

:

if

i

i‘

.** Minnie, look at your flower.”

ChE a

bnky

Diath afrolnn

£41

aot

3 i

OT Rn

‘Now, litle Minnie, I must

leave youy

.

ing to be kind and obliging, your flower
will becomeyas beautiful as ever.”

girl's face kindled as she raised her eyes 10

“Well” said the child, * he must love us,

you know, or he'd never have come

nie, go up stairs and get my book for me,”

little bit out of a big book till I
heart, and I'll just say it to you)

1 will, for I think

it

Minnie kept on improving,until Amia:
looked very beautiful again. One day,
it was most time for fairy Try-to-doto come aguin, Minnie's Aunt Martha
to see them, and she said to Minnie's
changed

Minnie

had

i

SrA]

br

* "Ber

lssne a revised | ©

said.

contains,

ie

'

that

A

it

4

appeared in

Magazine is entered under

its title, the. Fred

indexing may be continued for a long time inthe
same covers, It is very valuable for
rence
to the Magazine, It is an octave ¥
of B79
pages, and 13 furnished for $3.00,

IOAN LITERATURE are at hand. ‘They ure chars
acterized by the same artistic and literary merits that have graced the previous numbers,
and
will be found a valuable addition to the subject
that occupies them. The work of re-publishing
and of re-editing the book to date is faithfully
done,
»

tents, which are agreea
| comp
blosed
y of poetry
:
: ?
sip, and a good variety : of editorialbistig
Phil.
adelphia:

A. 8. Burnes & Co., New York, publish-Pool-

Aniong the contributors to the October Galaxy

J, B. Lippincott & Co.
[}

‘* Lheacd it at the Supday. Ragged-school

Price 25 cents,

~

3 or, God’s

)

y Miss M. ¥. Wins we pa
nal Temperance Society and

House, 58 Reade

St.

enry
oth-

ers. A writer who is notso well knows to mog-

azine readers as the above, contribuates
very in-

teresting article upon the discovery of America,
wherein he reviews.
the various theories that

and the pronunciation of all is indicated by Lhe
subsided.

——

are Justin Me@arthy, Albert
James, Jr.,Grenville Myrray,De mir

er's Test-Speller, for the use of teachers’ institutes and other spelling classes. It contains 2700
words, many of ther hard, though not unfamiliar. Over half of them have full definitions,

down at the bottomof Colham street,” re.
plied Nan readily, “ and you can go too if

have been formed as, fo lis discovery by. the Bhenicluns,
Egyptians,

Chinese, and Norsemen.

Richard Graut White contributes- ope of, bis
opiniouated articles on English pronunciation,

which may provoke a geod deal of discussion, if

it is deemed worthy, of that attention. - There are

1875,

two or three,
, 81.00,
poems in the ‘yumbe
which r,
itself
you like; 1 wish.yon would.”
This story has probaly grown out of $he tom- (deserves good. rank.n , the ist: of © magunines.
** Just stay atiotherminute,” pleaded Rob! peranee crusade, for its main features
are the

“Say that thing over once more, so I can

triumphs of temperance principles and measures
in answer taprayer.
The question of labor, in
the form of a strike, is also iavolved in it. It is

rememberib." Nalrvepeated the text. very
slowly; twice dver, and

\Rob repeated it wholesome in its teaching,
and
“Then ‘she bade Him ‘goNd-by, aud help tthe good work. ‘Tt exalts
ran home, while Rob rémained at his cross- in the $pot where one happens to
ing, saying again and again to himself the shows how great results may flow

will doubtless

after her.

It

made her fery happy, and she thanked the
good fuiry in her heart again and again for
givmg her sach a beaatiful flower.
At last the day arrived on which the Tairy
was (0 come. Minnie was out in the garden
bright and early, but she’ did not have to
wait long. The good lairy soon made her
appearance and said to Minnie :—
*¢ Well, Minnie, I see your flower looks

28 less than
views

moving away.

Now Minpie sat on the verandah, and the
window was open, so the heard all that her

and Aget Martha

CLM

marks, mainly according to Webster, It
where you heard all this,” said Rob, catch. proper
|!
k, although the real fever of spell
ing the child's tattered frock ae the ‘was
less

so?

she seems like a diffefent child ;” and her
mawma answered :—** Minpie has improved very wuch. Everybody loves her now,
and it seems (0 me, sometimes, when she
enters the room, even on a rainy day, that
a stray sunbeam has entered ; and Igan- al
most imagine that the air is filled with the
fragrance of some beautiful flower.”

mamma

Bnew it by
and then

run home, for its getting oe
Then,
standing up, and gazing struight into Rob's
ficce with her earnest eyes, Nan said slowly,
*“ God 50 loved the world that, he gave his
only begotten Son; that whesoever believeth
in-him should no! perish, but have everlasting life.”
“ Stop one *moment more, and tell us

“her,”

is real jolly to have her so pleasant.”

‘“ What has

%

Nambers 10-24 of the CYOLOPkDIAOF Amen

him to save us. I haven't learned. much
about il, Rob, but they made me say one

think she is fying to be a good i) girl,
help

to die

forus; and God (that’s his Father) must
have loved uy too, or he'd never bave sent

and she answered; ‘“ No, I wo —— I mean
ves, I will,” and went very pleasantly
After she had gone Frank said, ‘Mamma,
what has come over our Min to make ber so
good?” And his mamma avsweredl, “I

mamm.,

ST

lina, A
those of the listener,
ge
! departments have been fully indexed, all’ in al* That's'all wery wel), but’ how do’ you phabetical order, with a list of the names of con.
tributors. Every other page is blank, so that the
know it for certain P” asked Rob.

mirror would check her,
cu
One day Frank said to her, * Please, Min-

.So
Lifity
when
right
came

a

;
times wagbupgry and tived, just as we are}
|
.
Tbe
Messrs.
Harper
hive
fsstied’
complete,
but the best of*it all is, Rob, that he loves us,
"| catalogue
\
he lovesus everso ‘much ;” and the little | int ”E of their Magazineh from va’
¥. Every paper which, hus rawbue 0.

Now Minnie really did try to be a good
little girl; but it was very hard for her,
and

and Frank suid, “That

8

WR

Wee.

dt

——

—_—

Bo

ways, we can't see him; but he was here
once, and he was poor like' us, and some-

‘but remember, if you only persevere in yy-

and you must do all you can

Ah

TT

© Ziterury Review,
5

sweet gospel word¥, “Heard ‘to-day for the

f

fatthied effort

be ving, snd
from it. |
a 7

Odie

fiest time. "The next Sunday morning found

ner Drake, A.

The Magazines, &o.

Rob Martin in the Ragged-schos!, eager to

but compre STE

:

It nust be that autumn is at hand, for

Goss,

of

Suis
oie) Gard-

M., is

by his

Massachusetts,

the Oc- hear more of the truth which he had at first] tober magazines are coming in. | Scribner's 1 vaiuible Paper ou
Brook”

tes

¢

four

atl

ee

fotimate

.

in King PHilip’s “War ‘of
abounds in useful reading. Col. Powell contribtwé
hundred
yeas age. “Y
' ng de- | Burrender
he found and learoed to love his Saviour, utes one of his picturesque and interesti
,” is the caption of &' very interesting
scriptions of a
yd this time tellwe miay be sure, forwe know who has said, ing
about An Overland Trip to the Grand Canfrésh and bright. I think people must love “Those that seek shall find.” And we need on.” Tes fully illustrated,
from a news
r of
contains much of genot follow farther (he history of Rob and ographical interest, and includes
you now.”
d by R, Grant Barnwell,
a variety of InOX Newport,&. 1,7 la
Minnie said, “ Oh, yes, good fairy; I Nim,it by this brief sketch we have been dian lore aud mystery. Mi B, G. Stedvian con-:
discussed by Robert§. Sears. Dr. Lossing,
heard mamma tell Aunt

Martha

the other

‘received from the lips of a Tittle child, That

often by tributes his second paper on‘: Minor, Victorian der the title “The Signing of the Declarat union of

taught the lesson that God works

and that even a child may %e Poets,” and there are
some pleasing recollecday that everybody loved me néw, and it lowly means,
tio
of fis
Lisgt and Von Bulow, * Some Vegetabis
preacher
of righteousness,
—Ch lds ble eccentri
makes me, ob, so happy; and I thank you
cities” is a valuable
papér on fungi,

very much.”
Then the fairy told Ler that she had two
more flowers that she would put with Amiability,—one, the wild rose, which fairies

called Humility ; the ‘other; the lily of the

valley, which fairies called Return of Happivess; and as long as she kept them fresh
and bright everybody would love her; and,

moreover,

live where those beautiful flowers were cul-

tivated,
Then the fairy said :—* [ will leave you
now ; bat if you would be happy, remember
what I have said.”
My dear little readers, it is

not probable

that you or I will ever really ‘see a. fairy;

“bat we know what the good fairy told little
Minnie, and we can imagine that we bave
Amiability fastened upon out waist; and we
can be determined that it. shall keep fresh

and bright. Then pgople will love us, as
they did Minnie, and it will keep those terrible monsters away fiom us, just as it kept
them away from her.—Selected.

afternoon ;

so dark, that-women were hurfying through

the streets of the great.city to reach their
homes; so cold, that every passer-by wrap-

ped himself up in his clothes,

(TED

ol

Te

and put his

coat-collar up to his cars, to keep out the
whistling wind.
But Rob Martin, who had no comfortable
home to which to go, and ne warm clothes

a

Rival

[Thelin

gael rrr vidve sot

+

bling, like a wounded soldier, and with his

‘I shouldn't wonder if

these folks have a pretty

good

time

of it;

lots to eat and drink, and fires 19 warm ’em,
and beds to.sleep.in; while as for me, with
a father as drinks, and a mother as does

nothin’ else, and no bread but what I earns
myself. -Itvis bard, that
ain't the worst. Tliem'
used to; but there's one
bit, nor I never shal! be.
lows about here has got

it is! And yet that
things T'm kinder
I ain't used to a
Most of (he fela mother or a sis-

ter, or p'raps a dog or a kitten as loves em,
but I've got nothin’—nothin’in

* Gout,gout,” said I; ‘too much of Robeson’s old Madeira.” :
“No, no,” he replied, solemnly.
* Rat,
rat I" and he proceeded to. tell me of a desperate combat, lasting nearly an’ hour, that
he bad bad with a monster rat the night before. The family being away, and the rats
not getting anything to eat for some days,had
become bungry and desperate. Mr. Wood
was sleeping alone in a back room, the bed
being near a door. ‘About one o'clock in

Wood at once coneluded
and that it had made its
ing and banduging the
stretched himself on the
doze. The rat came at

in

the

house,

My.

that it was a rat,
exit. After washwound, he again
bed, and fell into a
him again, this time

making av ugly gash in the heel of his right
foot. After bandaging the second wound,
Mr. Wood went in search of the rat, resolved
to exterminate him if possible. ' But his ratship had eaten bis way into a bureau’ in the

front room.

be looked at her. amunzed at hee words, she

repeated then ewphatieally ~adding, “And

yet what I heard feels like true, and I want

Rat, balf as big as the

water-pitcher,

looking directly at me with'a

pair

and

+ Ob, I am =o sorry I have been. such a

than I thinks you ;” and the boy laughed

a

gus chil

and

reatest boo

our

ren’s chil.

we can confer
on them

mor{gage

aforesaid), and we trust
the money to
and
mortguge. Preserve it

irom fire and foreclosure, we BE in Thee, and
make it Shindantiy useful to T ysell,—subject,
mortgage.

The remaining departments are wéll sastained, and

furuish

réally

valuable

York : Scribner & Co.

matter.

New

8

Harper's ‘still continues to be’ the popular
magazine. It ‘had been long in the field when,
most of the others entered it, and seems to find

of Lakes; or the Northwest,” being chiefly descriptive of the country in the region of St. Paul,
Minneapolis, and that part of Minnesota, * The
South Kensington Museum,”M. D, Conway,is
another illustrated article of much interest, and
80is “ Parisian Journalists,” by Junius Heuri
Browne. The opening poem, ** At One Again,’
by Jean Ingelow, is a picture of one of these
weighborhood tragedies in words that frequently

of the

xo

¥ssue

do not

farmers became

sweetly as

this

divided over a

Two

one did.

trifle, and were
These

bitter in their feelings ‘and expressions,
closing linés tell the outcome of it :

y fdeiled
by any
Ty ) theauthori
hority.
ubter
an Ww ntempyn
ly
of
move than usually,

The “ Notes and Queries’
including among
the Civil and

tan. The rat made a desperate fight with
him, more than a dozen times jumping to
the top of the bureau, and thenee in Mr,

infuriated

thing,

and that be

might get more seriously injured, he with
drew, leaving the rat in possession of the

field, and, indeed, the victor.

Let tii¢ matters between us—roet.
The twelfth paper on *‘ The First Century of the

came,

and

two entered
the room, avmed with stout

a

td

raf bad again retreated,
they drove him out
asa the ry
infuriated cres-

rare foughtas desperatelya ‘bofore tow

wounds on both and it was vot until. after
the battle had lakted twenty minuies that
the rat was killed. His big head is now
exhibited at’ the Navy Department as a t;opby.—Exchunge.

)

eoWe have

heard several bright, smart girls

vay’fh

Awake
is every bit
as good as St.
certainly this'number well supports that opinion.
It opens with a story by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,

continues the * Cooking-club” story,has an Arctic sea article/two or three other good stories,
and an excellent variety for the youngest folks.
Success to it.
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
do

not

know

how

it

than we meant to be,

It is fresh, spackling and

beautiful, and, what might seem almost incredi-

fon, with its preparations; und Castelar farnish
es the 19th paper on the Republican movement

ble, appears to be growing better
Its attractions ‘were never more

in Europe,

Julian Hawthorne’s novel develops

the day,and are among the most valuable features

the magazine.

New York: Hurper & Brothers.

lie. How often we have been eager to getit
heretofore, to read some new fancy from Longs
fellow,or: Bryaut, or. Lowell, or Holmes; or to

enjoy Howells’s ar tistic sketches and stories;or
the

questions.

present
matter,
month
pationy
ber

opinions

The

of

real

sameis still

thinkers

on real

true of it.

The

number fs full of fresh and interesting
and the untouncement for the next
and “the next’ year make one’s antici
varied and eager, “The October nui.

is opened

by

the

tenth

chapter of Henry |

the James Jr.’s ** Roderick Hudson,” and some deli

sticks,
to benew the. eombut. ,- Removing all

3
by

Republic” describes the experiment of the Un-

to study

Wood waited for moraing and his servant

of them. We are glad te observa,
terprise In this new juvenile ve

could be improved, | We cub mever take it up
without being held to its pages much longer

The Atlantic Monthly tells the truth when it
Wood's face and at his throat. The com- says that it has been, since its foundution;
the
bat lasted nearly an hour by the clock, medium through which the ablest and best writ
when, finding that he could neither kill nor ers have first given their produetions. to the pub-

wound the

. Wide-Awake bas made one of the best hits,

a8 we say, iu the October number that we have
lately seen. We refer to ‘the’ article entitled
* The Lost Luggage of a Mermaid.” It is a conceit of an author who #igns herself Jeanie Saunders, and describes the odd pieges of kelp and”
other sea-weeds. that are familiar to all persons
who have ever spent a few hours by the ocean.
There are cufs to represent them, and each is
named after some article of female apparel to
which it is fancied to bear a resemblance.
Here
is the Medusa,
or jelly fish, which is called the
Mermaid's belt,~for we are to understand that
one of these ficticious personages has met with a
loss of baggage; the well known “ ses-pen,”
which is cailed her plume; another of the Medusa femily culled her sun-hat; the Lucernaria,
called her brooch ; another specimen ‘called her
chignon ; and still others representing her bou-

As for St. Nicholas, we

Your son has kissed my daughter,

wickedest eves. Then he made a desperate new interest, and promises to be a story of great
jomp directly in my face.” Mr. Wood merit. The minor poems-in-the number are vabad shut the door, and the only thing he ried and interesting. The editorial departments
bad to defend himself with was a small rat- discuss many of the living, practical questions of

Juiiiping at the threat of one of his" agsail-

« " ..

bo

of course, $0 the a

A screw-driver ‘was Lrought

through’when the servant

aid pasely Sadty for he ites ia
fos
as he went to and. (faim, bis, crossing, As

ren, as

(subject to

tions of portions of country that have been (he
thing jump leavily to the floor. A light re- scenes of historic events, or are. famous as places
vealed the fact that a deep gash had been of summer resort, or afford striking
and pictumade on the ball of his left foot, from which resque scenery. In the present number
there is,
in this line, an illustrated article on * The Land
the blood was flowing freely.

war f
nobody cares for poor Rob.”
man to arrive. In the meantime the rat
* Then what I heard yesterday ain't went desperately to’ work“gnawing at the
true, Robbie,” said a Shildish voice; and’ door, in order to again attack the chief-enthe buy, startin‘and
g Jooking round, saw at gideer, and had got more than half way
pale

queath

no
in holding ifs place, Ome of its
the morning he was awakened suddenly by chief-difficeity
features has always been illustrated descrip,
a severe pain in his foot, and heard some-

the world;

own; and whose!
hist.as
the same stree

"

dedthis
iea
edificete
to Thee, our Lord aud
nd:
Master; we_give it to
ankles bandaged, into Welker's in search of ki
oa
, su
fity thousand dollare fei s00),
a breakfast,
e ‘be-

found, to use Mr. Wood's own words, **Mr.

a slight shiver.

“

are

of the Navy, W. W.-W. "Wood, came hob:

lessly and wearily oo, while the people
passed him in a neverending stream.

with

Independence,” shows tha
the t
grand old *liberty chart” was twice signed by the members of
ngress—as asserted
by Jefferson, and not dis-

reading, | pop Merion of ‘thes ‘Catacombs,
grec is “Niberally
by So

id

No less
a person than Engineer-in-Chief

into use, and one by one the drawers were
opened, and there in the lower one was

and putting his back against the ‘wall

J '% The Storyof

;

in which to wrap himself, stood at his crossing (his ‘broom in bis hand), looking list“It's bard, very hard,” the boy murmured to himself, retreating from his crossing,

re

21

‘Desperate Fight with a Rat.

As there was no cat

Rob's Little Teacher.
It was a dark, cold November

| and amply repays

a

“1 didn’t kiiow I was {alking ‘ott loud, ants, now, At the other, inflicting ugly

naughty girl; 1 wish I had been good; my
flo ver is all withered.
What can Ido?

oa

On

ag

iin

—

“Jesus | why, who ,is that?" asked the

have heard me, you'll teil me what you
mean ; if you can te]l'poor Rob Martin of

to ery
:

ils

love him too, is Jesus.”

>

‘and

Minnie feommenced

i

dion

Miunie looked ; and, wonderful to tell, boy gravely, struck
, in spite of himself, by
wateredby genuine tears of repentance, it the child'
s
earne
stnes
s, ~~
ling Commenced to revive,
The fairy He's not on earth al all," replied. Nan,
understanding his words literally—* least.

it to feel so«=! do, ‘indeed; Rob?

Sebring

we,

this, Rob. The" somebody who loves all
poor children like us, and who ‘want us to

-

Nap,” suid he at last, ** but p'raps,as you

Then
faid: —

TT

panion, who, thinly elad’as she wis,’ delit’

my
hi

these terrible monsters which
she saw in fairy Perseverance’s. mirror
at the little white flower, and thought :—
** Now I guess folks will have to love would not come near her, as they could not

As man may, he fought bis fight,

fire

it

gone, and you will not be loved any better

‘What cares he? he can not know ;

and

see

than you would without it.”
:
Then the fairy said, “T must go now;
but remember what I have said. In a year
from to-day I will come to see how you
have prospered.”
&
After the fairy had gone Minnie looked

Im the clover or the snow!

Roll the

I will fas-

fade; and although it will still remain upon your waist, its power as a charm will be

Hind
of mas, of kis of woman?

What to him ave all on
What but destiibe

Jessamine,

playmates, then the flower will wither and

What to him is friend or feeman,
Rise of moon or setof suny-;

Sr

please

you: Bat if you indulge in angry passions,
and are unkind to. your little brothers and

Close his eyes; his work is done I"

Bal

can

call White

you may be sure that every

for a Soldier.

ia

if you

{ can’ take it.off but a fairy. Whenever
you
| change your dress you will find it upon the
| one you have on; .the fairies—wi
see to
;
that.
“ Now,just as long fis you are kind and
pleasant, try to do right, and oblige every
one that you éah this flower will keep fresh
and bright and ‘while it is fresh and bright

A touch, a sigh,a Liener,

ok

right

name is
can I do

{ ten it upou the waist of your dress;

[can

By the verge of the sunset way,
We shail pass “ beyond these voices,”

2

seemed

fairy.
Minnie
a fairy?” And

| but we faries eall'it Amiability.

Some night of the nights that are coming,

sud

** Oa!

flower that mortals

With neyer a dusk’ of a'shadow
"Nor thé jar of a broken sound,

Sleep forever

that

it you will do just as I tell you;" and Miannie promised she would.
| Then the faivy said, ‘“ Here is a little

the steps of the jasper throne.

Proved his truthby his

and

| give me a charm to make everybody love
| me” and the fairy answered, *“ Yes, I can

Where, higher than these old mountains,

“

startled,

| the fairy answered, *‘ Yes;
my
| Fairy Try-to-do-right; now what

With reverent feet I pass;
My spirit follows the sunlight

Dirge

for

:

At first she was somewhat

; Lin ghe inside, stood a tiny
Jesaid, © On! are you réally

® Into the holy of holies

To the long, eternal

no
she
say,

I do

| to ba nodding toward her, and there,

|

Land of alight thodund,

had

what can

| however, she saw a bluebell

Down
to the passionate sumac

> 0, lanfigof4, geacé immorghly

she

| looked about, but could see nobody; soon,

‘Where tints of divinest painting

Son

Atany rate

to make

| sooner got through wishing it than
| heard a very sweet, musical voice

.

Flows down from the isles of the sky—

Vast

mis-

demeanor, and Frank had wished her out of
the way.

|

* A measureless tide of beauty

“*“Oh, yes, T do; but I am
flower has faded;?
Then the fairy suid :—

-

Ee

bitter laugh, and resting hisarm

that I was she was often tempted to say and do unkind
telling you about, Minnie felt very bad \, things; but the thought of the terrib
le monfor her little schoolmates were to have. a sters she had seen in fairy Perse
verance’s

And the velvet slopes of the pastures

+

improve

But this particular morning

The trail of a royal purple
the meadows

seemed to
{

Her mother once. told, me that Minnie
caused her more trouble than all her boys
together. I thought it was very sad,all the
little girl she had!

;

Where, through the outworn years,
The cloud of a golden glory—
> The glory eLGod appears. |
Fringes

And Minnie said:

building a house of blocks, she would wait
__ | till they got it almost. done, then go by and
|

The, light of the san falls softly
As, rich in the dying day,

Rap

it

——

‘Bap
4 mr per
erat
sat down
elonythe pavemesnd
nt,
said “James R, Osgood; & Co. Boston,
will, if quietly: “Iam not very cléver, T kiow, edition:
of the
:
but what I heard has stayed here,” and she sidesa
clasped her hands on her heart. ' “Tvs just
eit

he

you really wish to be good.”

:

SEP

that for yourself; but if you ask “Our

was

sent up to her.
€!
Sometimes, when Elbert and Harry were

————.

it fresh aid
wally

Father
in heaven’ to help you

and lie in

and het food

ox

The fairy answered, ‘Minnie,
you mustdo

and separate them.
I remember once, as a punishment, Min-

Mountains.

%
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all the nme.
original nor

striking than those in the present
its promises for the

future
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are asbundunt.

York: Scribuer & Co.
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and
New

;
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Notes.
Messrs.

Roberts

Brothers

agreeable sepsation for hosts,

are

preparing an

of readers

in

the

shape of a new ‘book by Miss Alcott.
** Eight
Cousins” will be the first book in the * Little

Women?

series issued since

** Little Men,”

which was publishedin June, 1871. They have,
also, nearly ready ‘‘ Madame Recamier and her
Friends,” transluted from the French,

taining Madame Recamier’s own

snd

con-

letters omitted

in the first volume.

The fall announcements by
strong & Co., New

York,

Seribuer, Arm-

comprise a new

ume of the Speaker's Commentary;

vol-

*“ Persia,”

the third ic the Monumentshistory
series ; ** Rem

iniscences of Social Life in London” a new vol.
ume of the Bric-a-brac series, selected irom the
writgpgs of Lamb, Hazlitt and others; Pr, Hol-

land’s *¢ Sevenoaks" besides booksof {ravel, biogriphies, juveniles, &e,'
© | ah

cate, dreamy songs, under the title ol “ Leaves
The October ntimberof Harper's Monthly bas
on the, Tide,” follow, by Hiram Rich, whose
an article with the title, ““T'lie Mission of Music,”
thought, seems to be full of beautiful fun-. in'which the history of musié and musical methcles. Besides an article on Drainage by Col. ods is appreciatively discussed. | Patrons, teachWaring, and one on Southern Home Politics by ers ‘and students of music. will find it interesting
Albert Webster, Mrs. Kemble goes ‘on with her and profitable to readif ag pre,
y 4 ;
entertaining Gossip, and there are several pols
r.
Nott,
late
President
of
Union
ished poems by Edgar Fawcett, Mrs. Piatt, and
others. Emily Ford tells with much simple
power a story of the British press-gang; and In
the way of history. there is an article on Gener: ]
John DeKlab, by Prof. G. W. Greene, as well us
an extremely interesting sketch of Old-Time Oriental Trade, by W. L. Fawcette, who shows how

many interests the Eastern question has involy-

wi written by Prof. Tayler LewCite
is, and will soon be publishéd by Sheldon’ &

Co.
Dean Stanley is engaged™on

“ A

Pad
Life of Mo-

ges.”
Piug¢ IX. has drawn up for publication a narrative of “The Life of a Pope.”

scream when it had

His eccentricities would have made him ri-

*diculous if ‘they had pot been. redeemed | ed
from absurdity by his marvelous

imagina-

tive

it was

bere P” he asked Tourn l y,
touching
his
stomach and his fing ny
g

of the
danger
Robert
in his
school.
-

widow, nearly eighty

ears’ of ‘age at the

time my story begins.

sisted of the miserable
inn she kept, and
whose profits barely sufficed to keep her in
‘| even the necessaries of life ; for tew people

L. EVANS, A. B., Principal,

petent A
The tuition
For

came to her except sailors waiting at Oran-

EST

Y

man. They took their places at the table,
and began talking.
vad hare

rehension
of spiritual doubt or difficulty.
e

‘and
the sum
of his |
;
everywhere,

(he Ch
and

*

d" were

he

found them

as madeit so, ‘it

rich, was
him very

himself.’ His books brought
little; the tiny -Jondion allowed

him by the State and his ‘fre .stail at the
theater coustituted his wealth, ; But he
never thought of money; iw that, too, he
bad all a.child’s perfect trustiulness..

Some spirited attempts were made to, max-

right” or ** God bys saidit is'wrong,” was ry him;

the Dutchman.

‘White sand, I shouldbe afraid to say. She

. “Ob! no,”

also rubbed the better sort of furniture with
bees-wax and turpentine until it shone Tike
a dusky mirror. "We slept on chaff beds,
but the always Slopred phen out. in the
ng,
got new chaff, always had her
bi little stock of linen white and uy
to

Best i,

Low

It wi

knowing sucha place, was

ntages.
reular fo

for a

For

particular

the

O58

EBANON

L

ACADEMY.—W,

FER;B. A. nde

4eaohers,

pur

aes ET

woman,

who

C,

‘was wait- RIDGEVILLE

suddenly asked, *“Was the bag sealed P”

COLLEGE.—The

Term will open
Term:

ry

wondrous

and

inxhaustible

fancy,

to

Jooul
Musie,p, 158.
€

a

Be loved

it could

“

ug
hin."To children

A
Was
he yielded

would

coming:

bear

LM

more

German

Ee

There is a class of pictorial newspapers
no trace in
he
place, which whose very touch is contamination.

Bo
wohl Door otsrropton
uy ova a
patiently answer
its questions, always be©

Illustrated N eWspapers.

:

‘children, othe, and flowers
ing
approaching passion, ef.

w

uuder her wings, and

a child,

himselfin doing so;

he understood children and they understood him, after the occult fashion of the

bred them

nntaught moral sense, even, rejects them.
The only wonder is that the Jaw will permit of their public dissemination.
ut

thee is another class of illustrated papers
from which we have a right to expect

moral purity, atleast, and absence of pro.
fahity and blasphemy, and which by their

March

the

Betrothals.

Lackot”

is a

CO

fect those who areolder, Not one of us
perhaps but has had some beautiful pre-

Vi

2, 1875,

A Berlin correspondent of a San Francisco paper says, in speaking of German
marriages and
betrothals: *“ After the announcement of betrothal it is en regle for all
who have received it to call and congratu-

late the lucky young Jady and her fortunate |, A Cheerful View

cept, some

arm,
one to be held over the

ous promise ' of Seripture

children, bringing
;| the’ other
dubihakl
BO good dreams
aa
:

spoiled by ridiculous or degrading associa-

bave thought. or: dome ** what - ti
God does not like,” bringing’ A

generally made saclto usin early life,
We know of au earnest Christian father

discornfiture.

Andersen never

story
or created a
«<hild, to produg
repulsion ;
La

iti

trembig

3.0 s Squid

aivays

invented

a

personage to frighten a
olin of suspense or
as
p be waited for

the dark JM

ing heart

4 xv

limbs and beat-

never

deo sex y,

i

; phic ns,

and

he gave a soul and

tume to a flower, he never
its color

or

from
in

his wonderful story of the despotic fathercarroy, ahd his Jevely daughter, in ‘her pale
yellow gown, with the feathery green
necklace: ‘Ihis story he improvised to reward a little girl who had obeyed her mother's injunetions that she should eat a tough
plate

of soup.

To get
onthe subject of storks
S
whimsiegally plegsapt. “Hebid™so, closely
studi
colomy
of these ‘birds,
that" every
one had a character and a history for him;

stork family-life, stork heart,

who believing in the power of pictures to
make the fireside cheerful introdnced
jot6 it a pictoridl newspaper that with all
its acknowledged excellences nevertheless

anders frequently to a vitiated taste, and

at the eager reception it gets. He himself has given but a hasty glance at the con-

its character—for instance,

old carrot which was in her

were

the

a cos-

departed

passiges

is simply shocking as an educator in a pure
and pious home,
It is unthinkingly
doue.

accessories off
- impromptu’ as
they always ‘weg; ‘weéke” wonderfully accurate, and people wondered, for he never
, studied botany er any~other science from
hooks, yet when

Aud ‘these | spoils

he

and

KERROMORER Ruan ic soir

In every

tions.

stork bwin,

Father brings the paper

‘home

smiles

tents, may not-be altogether pleased at the
political caricatures, or the ‘* hits” at mat-

ters of current interest—in fact, would mot
be teo fastidious, he feels, over a few flaws
in the midst of so much that is bright and
attractive. So he passes 1t by as a thing of
little consequence.
Bat the children devour ‘these pictures.
They trace and retrace every line of them.
They con theni over and over. The whole
scene is imprinted upon their impressible
minds, and will sever be forgotten.
General good instruction may counteract the

immediate evil influence, hut in many cases the inevitable effect is toward a lowering of the moral tone, opening the door to
permanent and appalling dangers.
How shall we reach the difficulty? It will
be said that the children will see these demoralizing prints at any rate. The shop
windows, the news stands are full of their
deadly blooming. Very true, but if they

every reality and every fancy that even Lis
imagination could bring out, would reward
the questioner as to stork character and
qualities. ** Whata pity it is Andersen
can pot bave a stork-wife!” was more than are not brought in and laid upon the home
once said. All things’ wunimate and the table, that is one point gained. Genial,
things we call inanimate responded to the sensible instruction will go a great way
call of his delightful fancy, and he reveled here toward forming and keeping a pure
0 his own power. That it could have taste in the young. Let parents set their
a rival in attractiveness, or that it cver fac ’s against everything vulgar and coarse
could bore others, no more
occurred and profane, not only ia speech, but in
to him than it oconrs to an only child to pictorial representations, and the young
suspect the existence of a rival with its will prefer the good to the bad, the refined
If
parents. Wherever be was, he was not to the coarse, the pure to the impure.
they see that you as the father or the elder
only first, but all, as a matter of course.
as the mother or eller
The ** name-day” of the ** English Rose,” brother, you
as he called her, befell'while she was in the sister are displeased at every suggestion in
same house with the poet, and several other

guests were also there. After the pretiy
Danish fashion, her hostess gave a nameSete of which the Rose was queen, with
the right to choose a king for the day.
Mer privileges were explained, and she
prepared to declare her choice, but she had
reckoned

without

*¢ dear

And’sen,”

who

veeted her at once with—* I—I—yes,
nd’sen himself will be your choice; you
shall say that And'sen was your name-day
king”—and so it had to be, He never left
her side all day: he ‘was ns constant as
“one of his own storks, and his

entire

con-

viction of her proud content was so simple

and so manifest, that no one couid have rid-

iculed it who boasted any heart or the faintest sense of humor.

He bad ne power

of enduring

; physical

pain, or auy notion that font all
'to bemoan himself. He
a
Tk'10

d
his

friends of every ailment and sensution with
quite pathetic earnestness.
sen rub

his stomach

To see Ander-

slowly

and.

heavil

HIE Nex pI ’
T Wr TA
AA
night, and when the pain came I asked the
good God to take me away, but when it

went I thought I should like to live,” and
to hear him gravely repeat the gesture with
the statement to each comer, was the funniest thik naive: Every one listened ji
sympathized w
ofound «respects

ran 3 thorn Iho be paket one, day, and not
{

noise

dn

V¥

%

a picture that would

offend

a

high

moral

sense, they will catch your spirit, and acquire your tastes.
There are a thousand
sources of delight for the eye in the pictori-

their reading
Times.

much

care

as

we

select

or their companions,—S.

§.

When the daring and ambitious Napoleon
was about to invade Russia, a person who

had endeavored to dissuade him from his
purpose, finding he could” not prevail,

quoted to him the proverb, ** Man pro.
poses but God isposes,” to which he re-

Social

mental breath, and I ventured to'make some

for let us go away ever so. full, we'

come

back

empty.” © “Dear

strange Lo look at

other

y

bucket. ‘Now I: enjoy

.

Rainy

go away full, . Only look at it in that light,
and you'll be as cheerful as I am.”

Instructors.

‘contains four

Theological

Do we fear and hesitate in our approach
to the throne of grace ? Have we not fullest and sweetest confidence in saying *‘Our

not

Obituaries.
patronize

it,

them

with

torture them a little, that they may afterward better appreciate their good fortune.’
‘Oh! I am sure you can not mean that in
earnest!” cried the kind-hearted madchen ;

ALICE P., daughter of Freeman and Fsther
Brown, died qf typhoid fever at Gorham (Little
Falls), Me., July 15, aged 12 years, 9 months and
26 days.

man she realy loved I’

JOSEPHINE J., daughter of the above, died of
the same disease, Aug. 2, azed 8 years, 2 months

‘no girl could be so unkind and

cruel toa

a

That was the German view of your super refinement, young ladies of America!
My friends, the ladies of the house, who
| paid the regular congratulation call, came
ack quite full of the lovely picture of family joy which they had seen: ‘Such happiness!’ they said; ‘the father, mother, the
sister, the whole family circle, so proud and

and 5 days. Intelligent and amiuble, they were
greatly beloved: by their: relatives . and friends.
heir loss is deeply felt in the Sabbath school.

Cow,

JOHN FITZGERALD

died

ept. 8, aged 71 years, 5

He was a strong

and

in

temperance and Christ,

pleased, and joyful? and they seemed to
sympathize with this joyin a hearty, friendne of our strongest men.
Many times have [
ly, neighborly fashion, that was pleasant to heard him” say, ** Oh, how I wish I could go insee. The formal betrothal is a family festi- to the meeting and speak once more.”
Tn 1841,
val to which only relatives ov the nearest he joined the temperance society in Taunton,
friends are invited. As soon as it takes Mass. He opened a temperance prayer meetplace the lady is called a braut—that

‘bride’—and
gam—her

is, a

the gentleman is her
bridegroom—and they

use these titles in speaking

The lady, with all the quiet

brautialways

of one another.

simplicity pos-

sible, introduces the gentleman to any new

acquaintance

as * My bridegroom,’ and he

speaks quite naturally of her as ‘My bride?’
he marriage ceremony, instead of giving

them a right

to these titles, as with us, de-

prives them of them forever, unless one of
them should be so unfortunate as to be here-

after left desnlate and compelled to

choose

another mate.”

The

the joy of their hearts.

of “London.

—

of

London, their

cost

and

their management,
Meir durability--and
cleanliness, are endless
“whjects of interest
for the stranger. When you recollect that
the area traversed by the metropolitan police is 576 square miles in extent, and occupied by a population crowded within a di-

ameter of abont thirty miles, nearly as
large as that of Pennsylvania, you may
have some idea of the
London streets, av-

He was one of the first

It lisppened

to Bonapatte just as

If thy conscience smite thee once, it is
admonition? it he smites thee twice, it is
a condemnation.

RETURNING,—

EASTERN

His plan of work was more

The
ough

45

like that of a revi-

valist. He gave his last lecture in the town of
Monroe of this State, when he was struck down

by paralysis.

After he bad been carried

off the

bed.

For a year and three months,

he suffered

what a few could have endured.
His faithful
wife stood by bis bed wight and day, until God
called him up higher.
I have visited him a

times

since

January

last,

He al-

ways bad a firm hold of Jesus.
He said, * Itis
bright,” Just before he passed over the river.
be looked up and said, ** Come, Lord Jesus, and
take me.” He leaves a good and devoted wife
and davghter
who feel that their loss has been
his eternal gain.
B. M. EDWARDS.
*

ABNER STOUT died of disease of the heart, in
Chester, Meigs Co.,Obio, July 28,in the seventysecond year ‘of his age.
May years ago, he
made a public profession of religion, and united
with the Freewill Baptist church in Chester, re-

cently formed,

and

maintained

with honor and

consistency his profession until death.

. He had

resided in Chester more than half a - century, and
was known and respected throughout the entire
community. His wife, who is left to mourn ber

between 1861and 1871, and it was estimate
that there are at least 4,000 miles of them
every

five

minutes.

London

in Rutland, Olio. and the first

minister that settled in the State.

Freewill’ Baptist

E

8. H. BARRETT,

covers 75,318 acres, and of its 4,000,000 inhabitants, the last complete return shows
that 189,000 ave paupers. . The total annual

Mrs. ANTOINETTE L. HOAG, daughter of
Thomas and Theresa Burleigh, ‘died in Center

expenditure for poor relief, including
rrates and whfk-houses, orphan asylums,

esteemed and respected by the church and

reads, waterings, lighting, sewerage, publio works and police, is over $28,000,000 in
gold for the district of London alone.—Col.
Forney.
A

Sandwich, N. H,, April 10, aged 42 years.

became a Christian in early life and

was

She

highly

com-

munity, in both of which she ever manifested a
deep interest.

During her severe illness of a few

days, she showed

great

composure

in view

of

death, having loying words for all of her friends.
A husband, two daughters and a large circle of
friends mourn their loss,

Com.

BOARD

60

.

ot the

x

BACHELDER,

$5te

best

Secretary.

:
»

patanted.

Samples sent

free

to all.

. H. CHIDE

STER, 267 Broadway, N. Y.

$20

per day at home.
Samples
worth $1, free. Stinson &
no37-1y

tains partments

paper; devoted largeintelligence, but con-

on

Sabbath Schools
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic,
Literary Miscellany,

Literary Reviews,

‘ News Summary, &c.,
It is under the direction and patronage of the
will Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
by many of other religious views, because
.

real worth.

TERMS : $3.00 per year; or, if paid

A

REMITTANCES

must be made in monéy or-

ders, bank checks, or drafis, if possible.
When neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter,

Money thus sent will be at our

sent

at our éxpeuse.

nate

their

In writin,

risk, and

may be

to this office persons will please desig-

STATE. as well as town,

The Star goes to press Monday noon, and communications for insertion ought to be here on Friday
previous.
Kach subscriberis particularly
requested to uote
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.
Liberal discount is made to those who pay in advance, and our object is to secure advance payment
as the rule.

SPECIAL

OFFERS.

SCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each,
in advance, there being no arrearage on the
old subseribers.
3

A. T. Sally, A. B.,
Miss Hattie Arnold.

Any

CALENDAR.

&c.
Freen
taken
of its

strictly in ad-

vance, $2.50.

Clubs of six or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW

ASSISTANTS.

subscriber who

will furpish

SUB-

strictly
part of

the name

of a

NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
$1.50, strictly in advance.
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Es-

+ Fall Term begins Aug. 25, 1875.
Fall Term closes Nov. 24, 18706.
Winter Turm begins Dec. 8, 1875.

tablishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do

Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.
Spring Term begins March 22, 1876,

Spring Term closes June 17, 1877,

address

the
;

Printiphl,
tfn23

this they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money .
they receive for the Star , except on money sent for
clubs; then itis Jroper that the subscribers should
pay the commission, if any is desired.

NEWSPAPER
INSTITUTE.—

of

study

for both sexes, College Preparatory, Normal,
ical, scientific, Terms, ten weeks.

Class-

ME.—Courses

Fail Term Doging August 28, 1875.
Winter Term
begins November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876.

~Summer Term

R. R.

THE MORNING STAR

MissAbbie E, Jenness, Preceptress.

PITTSFIELD,

E.

Agents’ Profits per week.—
Will prove it or forfeit $500. New

| i an able and pro
essive
ly to Religious ¢ ture and

W. S. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.

AINECENTRAL

Supt.

septl-4t

STRAF-

OF INSTRUCTION,

For further pattiealars
North Scituate, R. I.

Wednes

4.10, 6.20 P.M.

‘| Address

APHAM
INSTITUTE —NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.—This Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate course of study.

Mondays,

P. M.
;
Leave Portsmouth for Dover 7.15, 9.00, 10.20 A.M. ,

$57

instruction in a thor-

F088,

Lacoria

PAYSON TUCKER; Sup Me: C.R.R.

text-books, and by careful attention to the wants o
scholars, hope to deserve the continued approbation
of the patrons.
For further information address the Principal or,
WARREN

.

& MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

GEO.

full courses, Enghsh and Classical.
use

Thursdays

Moultonborough,

Traiuz for Dover leave Boston 8.00 A.M, 12.30, 3.15,

AM.,

June 29, 1876.

by the

Tuesdays,

‘All Portsmouth and Dover R. R. Trains connect at
Portsmouth with Traine for and from all Stations on
the Eastern Railroad, and on all connecting lines in
Maine, Ca:
and the Provinces.

Competent teachers as-

Center Strafford, July 26, 1875.

stage, he said to his wife, * Do not let the standard fall, but bear it for me,” which she did
most nobly until he was thrown upon his sick

Leave

articles are ne

each.

Faculty, by imparting

and White

Leave Boston for Portland 8.30 Ax, 12.30, 6.00, 8.00
P.M.
\
Leave Boston for Bangor 8.30 A.Mm., 8.00 P.M.
Pullman Sleeping Car.
Trains for
Portsmouth, Boston, Newb
rt,
Salem; Lynn, &c., leave Dover 6.40, 7.50, 10.15, 10.55

cademie Instruction. No or
ith three carefully arranged

and practical manner,

~~

3.00, 5.40. 7.00 P.M.

tuition to students who have the ministry
|: in Aa-Free
view.
7
FALL TERM of 1875 begins August 24,
Two

DOVER.

-

days and Fridays for Alton; in. season to connect
with trains for
Roston and Portland.
JAMES T. FURBER,
Gen. Supt

sist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
families at reasonable rates. Board in clubs $2.
Apply early.

coutinued for six
28 found Christ to

FOR

Wolfeborough

for Laconia.

REV. S.C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and Pro

men who went through Maine speaking in favor
of the
ptohibitory law.
He gave his whole
time to'the cause of temperance for 31 years.

great many

Streets

The strects
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TRAINS FOR POLTLAND.
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PM.
“ . DOVER aft, 10.20, and 10.45, A. M., and 3.08,
6.13, and 8.17, P, M,
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CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 23, 18.6
Fall Term closes Friday, October 29, 1875.
Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov, 15, 1875.
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
:
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Jan, 81,1876.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
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CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens M rch 16, 1875.
General Examinations, June 14, 15, 16.
Anniversary, June 17,
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.
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The location is excellent, and with the new buildings, every ficility for study amd mmprovement is
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Boy’s Heaven,
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Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
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courses of study. There are five well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries. ‘The College Library
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Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 31st, 1575.
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‘‘How dismal you look I" siid a ‘bucket
to his companion, as they were goipg to
the well. “Ah!” replied the other, ‘I was
reflecting on the. uselessness of being filled,
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remarks as to the different fashion of doing sertion. Brevity is specially important. Not | courses ot study. The Classical, Seminary and
English Course.
We are pi
to fit students for
such matters in Germany and in America.
college in the land, or to ive a thorough English
‘The ladies with us,’ T remarked, ‘generally more than a single square can’ well be afforded any
and Scientific preparation or the active duties of
make their admirers wait awhile before they to any single obituary.” Verses are inadmissi- | life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
TRVING B. SMITH.
give their consent.’ ‘Why do they do that,’
innocently inquired the newly betrothed, ‘if le.
EW
HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.—A.
they intend to marry them? ‘Oh? I reMes. Rut THAYER died in Fairport, N. Y.,
B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight asplied, ‘we think it is the right thingto kee
Sept. 4, aged 93 years, 1 month and 6 days.
8he | gociates.
them in uneasy spspense for awhile, ani calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
Rei: Lusi,
Six
regular courses for both sexes. Four terms of

al of the day that may be introduced with
elevating and charming influences into our
purest Christinn circles.
We owe it to
these home centers to select our children’s
pictures with us

Society for

Intercourse” here, but had not much opportunity to speak to one another. Last
week the society gave its anniversary festival, and a little dance after the ceremonies.
We danced together a great many times,
and at the end of the evening felt ourselves
quis well acquainted. The next Wednesay be paid his first visit, and’ the following day our betrothal took place’ Such a
rapid march of events qnite took away my
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lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing
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ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
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KINGSBURY BATCHELDER. A. M., Principal of
tin. Greek and Chemistry. »
et
CYRUS JORDAN, A, M., Priucipal of Rormal DePirtmeny, German, Diuatics, Mental and Moral
cience. *
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry
and Botany.
:
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES, Normal cldsges,
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.
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SOME PERSONAL TRAITS.
The London Spectator has a sketch of
. {he life of the great Danish story-teller,
which represents, his personal character to
have been as unique as his literary genius,

ANA he,

There once livedat Oranienbaum, a little

brought up in ease are apt to be effeminate, {Russian town on the Gulfof Faland, a poor (LINTON GROVESEMINARY - Wear,
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ed. When the thorn had been extracted,
hardships of our fathers, and are in
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newspaper

regularly

from the post-office—~whether di
his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible forthe payment.
?
2. If a person orders his
paper discontinued, he
must
pay alla
ages, or the publisher may continue to send it until Jud ment is made, and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken from
the office or not.

8. i The courts have decided that refus
to take
newspapers and peripdicals from the pos
fice, of
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is Prima
facie evidence ol intentional fraud.
8. 8, PAPERS.
Two Sabbath school Dagiess, 7 he Little Star and .
Myrtle, are published alternate
weeks, and Lesson
| Papers of the International Series for both adults
Misg ANGIE E. HANSON, English Studies,
an
Shildren.
:
siren.
'
ard for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
Sample copies of any paper sen:
7
from $1.50to $2.00 per week.
Board in fumilics, inAddress,
HEV,
I,
D.
STEWART,
cluding rooms, etc., from $2 50 to $3.50 per week.
DOVER, N. H.
For furthor particulars, address the Secretary,
C. A, FARWELL, Pittsfield, Me
A. H, HULING, 66 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
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wuneration for the time and trouble expended.”

At last Mrs. Bloomer, of Council Bluffs, Iowa,

themselves this wity==she wears a “ pin-hack”—
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Methodist, and originator ‘of the Bethesda mis- |¢ Mr. Conway says there is now living in Man.
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poseto impose upon their help, include provi- | twenty.
sions which practically would make a strike .impossible, and the strikers say that while they
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are willing to go to work at the reduced wages,
they will not sign any papers. The end of the
«¢ vacation,” therefore, seems
as uncertain as
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